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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This annual monitoring report provides an update on the implementation of UBC Vancouver’s Land Use Plan, a 
summary of the 2018 Transportation Status Report (full report in Attachment B), and the Campus and Community 
Planning (C+CP) Engagement Charter Annual Review (full report in Attachment C). 

Together, these reports provide the Board of Governors with the information needed to assess the compliance of 
planning and development activity with UBC’s land use policy targets and commitments. 

In 2018, the campus added new market and non-market development housing units, including 175 faculty/staff 
rental residential units in Wesbrook Place (Cypress House and Pine House) and 378 market housing units in 
Wesbrook Place (Eton and Virtuoso).  All campus developments in 2018 were in compliance with approved 
neighbourhood plans and UBC’s Land Use Plan. 

The University continued its regional leadership role in sustainable transportation in 2018, with 53% of trips to and 
from the Vancouver campus made by transit, and 2% by walking and cycling. The shift to transit has plateaued in 
recent years, underscoring the strong need for completion of rapid transit to the campus to address capacity and 
congestion issues. In 2018, the number of single occupant vehicle (SOV) trips increased and are now 4.6% above 
1997 values. This is a trend that needs to be reversed to meet UBC’s transportation targets. 

This report also includes C+CP’s Engagement Charter 2018 Annual Review which summarizes 2018 engagement 
activities; analyzes stakeholder feedback on C+CP’s engagement practices for development permitting and 
construction and identifies enhanced engagement commitments for 2019. 

Attachments 
1. Attachment A: UBC Land Use Plan Schedule C – Plan Areas 
2. Attachment B: 2018 Transportation Status Report 
3. Attachment C: Campus and Community Planning Engagement Charter – 2018 Annual Review 
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STRATEGIC CORE AREAS SUPPORTED 

a People and Places ☐ Research Excellence ☐ Transformative Learning ☐ Local / Global Engagement 

DESCRIPTION & 
RATIONALE 

UBC Vancouver Campus Land Use Plan - Annual Implementation Monitoring Report 

Each year, the Board of Governors receives a monitoring report on the compliance of 
development approvals with the UBC Vancouver Land Use Plan, a regulatory plan that governs 
campus land use. The Land Use Plan is approved by the Minister of Municipal Affairs and 
Housing in consultation with the Minister of Advanced Education, Skills and Training under 
the Municipalities Enabling and Validating Act (No. 3) Part 10-2010 (MEVA). The planning 
authorizations for development must not be inconsistent with the Land Use Plan. 

Land Use Plan Targets 

In 2018, two Wesbrook Place neighbourhood developments were approved (Lot 4 
faculty/staff housing and Lot 8 market housing). Both complied with the Board-approved 
neighbourhood plans and planning policies. 

Assessment against the Land Use Plan targets and commitments: 

1. Section 4.1.5(a) Student Housing Target. Maintain not less than a 25% ratio of housing 
specifically for full-time undergraduate students: 

· At the end of 2018, there were 11,795 SHHS beds, plus 737 student beds from other 
student housing providers on the Vancouver campus. The UBCV FTE enrolment for 
undergraduates is 39,175, which produces a ratio of 32.0%. 

2. Section 4.1.5(b) Goal of 50% of new market and non-market housing serving households 
where one or more members work or attend university on the UBC campus. 

· An initial assessment of faculty and staff housing suggests approximately one-third of 
campus neighbourhood households include someone who works at UBC. In 2019 a 
survey of faculty/staff housing demand will provide information to help confirm this 
estimate. 

3. Section 4.1.6.1(b) Requirement that 20% of neighbourhood housing units be rental, not 
less than half to be non-market housing: 

· 175 rental units were added in 2018. Four non-market rental projects under 
construction are expected to add 388 new units by 2020. 

· Total rental units are 29.1% of all neighbourhood housing. 
· Non-market rental units are 67.5% of all rental units.  

4. Section 4.1.6.1(c) The maximum average floor space ratio (FSR) will be 2.5 net area. For 
clarity, this average density may be achieved through variable allocation across 
neighbourhood housing areas. 

· The current overall average FSR, for all projects built or with Development Permit 
approval is 2.09. This is based on a gross buildable area of 8,181,303 square feet and 
net site areas totalling 3,905,819 square feet.  

5. Section 4.3.2 Social and Community Services: 
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· Development of a new 2.5 acre park in Wesbrook Place was approved in 2017, which 
will complement the five existing parks, completing a system of green spaces for that 
neighbourhood. 

 
Annual Construction and Development Update 

1. Academic Campus Construction 
In 2018, no projects were completed on the academic campus. However, four projects are 
under construction including: 

· Undergraduate Life Sciences Teaching Laboratories – Renewal And Expansion project 
involves a renewal and expansion of the Biological Sciences complex to provide 
modern, well equipped teaching laboratories for over 2,000 students enrolled in 
undergraduate life sciences programs. This will replace and consolidate deteriorated 
teaching labs in the Biological Sciences Centre and North, Wesbrook and D.H. Copp 
buildings. 

· Exchange Student Residence and Diesel Bus Transit Exchange will house 630 student 
beds in 4 interconnected towers ranging in height from 7 to 14-storeys (including a 
2-storey podium), with a bus exchange consisting of a bus layover, passenger drop-
off, and passenger pick-up areas. 

· Hebb Tower Seismic Upgrade and Landscape Renewal includes reconfiguration of 
classroom, lab, teaching and support spaces. 

· MacInnes Field Parkade includes a one-level, 6,000 square metre structure, for 216 
vehicles spaces accessed from University Boulevard. 

 
2. Neighbourhood Construction and Development Projects 
The Land Use Plan designates seven residential/mixed use neighbourhoods and two special 
plan areas distinguished from the purely academic areas of the campus (see map in 
Attachment A). In 2018, there were approximately 13,000 residents living in campus 
neighbourhood areas. The Land Use Plan projects up to 24,000 residents through 2041. 

Projects completed in the neighbourhood areas in 2018 include: 

Faculty & Staff Rental Housing 

· Wesbrook Lot 29 (Cypress House), 82 units 
· Wesbrook Lot 27 (Pine House), 93 units 

Market Housing 

· Wesbrook Lot 23 (Virtuoso), 106 units 
· Wesbrook Lot 15 (Eton), 272 units 

 
Highlights of the 2018 Transportation Status Report 

UBC’s Transportation Plan main goal is to reduce automobile trips to and from the Vancouver 
campus by encouraging and supporting more sustainable modes of transportation including 
transit, biking, walking and carpooling through a comprehensive and integrated 
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transportation management strategy. Every fall since 1997 UBC monitors travel patterns to 
and from campus. Data for all modes of transportation is collected and analyzed to assess 
changes year over year and to measure UBC’s progress in achieving its transportation targets. 
These targets and the corresponding results from 2018 data collection are summarized below: 

TARGET 1: By 2040 at least two-thirds of all trips to and from UBC will be made by walking, 
cycling or transit and maintain at least 50% of all trips to and from the campus on public 
transit. 

· In 2018 54.5% of all trips were made by transit, walking and cycling. 
· In 2018 53% of all trips to and from the campus were made by transit. 

TARGET 2: Reduce single occupant vehicle trips to and from UBC by 20% from 1997 levels and 
reduce single occupancy vehicle trips per person to and from UBC by 30% from 1997 levels. 

· In 2018 there were 48,100 SOV vehicle trips, which is a 4.6% increase from 1997 
values. 

· In 2018 there were 0.67 SOV trips per person, which is a 38.6% reduction from 1997 
values. 

TARGET 3: Maintain daily private automobile traffic at or less than 1997 levels. 

· In 2018 there were 56,100 private vehicles per day, which is a 10.1% reduction from 
1997 values. 

UBC did not achieve the target of a 20% reduction in SOV trips to and from UBC from 1997 
levels. To reach this target UBC will have to focus on supporting the travel modes with the 
highest potential, which includes HOV trips and transit trips. Trips by transit are limited by 
transit capacity during the peak periods, but TransLink is rolling out a new B-Line in 2019 that 
will offer a small increase in capacity and UBC is piloting a vanpool program to assess demand 
and viability for an ongoing program.  

As shown in Figure A, significant improvements have been made since 1997 in terms of 
shifting to more sustainable transportation modes. This is largely resulting from successful 
implementation of UBC’s land use and transportation plans. 

In 2018 transit accounted for 53% of all trips made to and from campus, which is consistent 
with the previous two years and a significant increase compared to 1997. The increase is 
predominantly the result of a shift from single occupant and high occupant vehicle trips. 

Longer term, UBC is advocating for extension of rapid transit to serve the Vancouver campus 
which will significantly reduce the SOV trips and increase transit capacity. 
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Figure A: Average Weekday Trips by Mode to / From UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

 
A majority of the data presented in the Transportation Monitoring Report is collected over a 
single day or a week, depending on the dataset, so fluctuations year to year are expected. 
Travel choices are also highly susceptible to weather conditions, which further adds variability 
to the data. As a result, three year rolling averages are a more meaningful set of data to use 
to identify travel patterns, which is included in the following figures. 

Since 2011, transit trips have generally levelled off as shown below in Figure B and during the 
same period the overall mode share decreased. Possible reasons for this decrease in the 
number of trips by transit are overcapacity buses to and from campus, reduced customer 
experience, and increased transit fares. Transit trips will be closely monitored to evaluate the 
impact of planned transit improvements in the region as part of the Mayor’s 10 Year Plan.  

 

Figure B: Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

Both single occupant (SOV) and high occupant vehicle (HOV) trips to and from campus were 
on a decreasing trend following 1997 up until 2016 when the number of SOV trips began to 
increase, as shown in Figure C. 
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Figure C: Average Weekday Motor Vehicle Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

In 2018, the number of SOV trips is back on trend with the past seven years, which is a gradual 
increase year over year, and have now passed 1997 values. This is a trend that needs to be 
reversed to meet UBC’s transportation targets. 

Biking and walking to and from UBC do not account for significant mode shares; however, 
there are still an impressive number of people biking to and from campus. In 2018, there were 
2,800 trips made by walking and biking. It is anticipated that the number of bicycle trips and 
pedestrian will continue to gradually increase, but the mode shares are not expected to 
change much. 

UBC did launch a bike share program at UBC in 2018, however, that bike share program does 
not impact commuter trips since it only operates on campus. 

In general, the monitoring results from 2018 are tracking in line with the trend that has been 
set in previous years. There are some upcoming improvements to transit service in 2019 as 
well as a vanpool pilot program at UBC to contribute to bringing UBC closer to their 
transportation targets. UBC will also continue to advocate for extension of rapid transit to 
serve the Vancouver campus.  

The complete 2018 Transportation Status Report is provided in Attachment B. 

 

Highlights from C+CP’s Engagement Charter Annual Review  

Every year Campus and Community Planning conducts an annual review of its engagement 
practices to reinforce transparency and accountability on the Board of Governors adopted 
Engagement Charter. The Engagement Charter outlines C+CP’s commitment to public 
engagement and establishes how C+CP defines, designs, implements and concludes public 
engagement for planning processes.  
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Previous annual reviews have broadly focused on the department’s engagement practices. 
The scope of this year’s review focused on engagement practices specific to development 
permitting and construction on campus. This provided an opportunity for an in-depth review 
of the standard engagement practices used in the development approval process through to 
project implementation. Feedback was gathered from key stakeholders who are regularly 
involved with/or impacted by development permitting and construction on campus, including 
permit applicants; campus residents and neighbours, and their representatives; and student 
and UBC leadership.  

Stakeholder Feedback 

The Charter is seen as an increasingly valuable engagement planning and accountability tool. 
Participants said that C+CP does a “good” or “excellent” job overall on engagement in 
development permitting and that communication has improved. They offered suggestions 
only as refinements. Below are the key themes from the stakeholder feedback according to 
the  three Charter phases: 1. Defining, 2. Designing and Implementing, and 3. Concluding the 
Process. 

Defining the Process 

· While notifications have improved, some key stakeholders and community members, 
(e.g., departments, residents, neighbours, students), aren’t reached through 
standard channels. 

· Engagement objectives for development permitting processes are unclear. 
Expectations for public influence often exceed what’s possible from a policy, planning 
and regulatory perspective. 

Designing and Implementing the Process 

· It is often unclear at the development permitting stage how project proposals fit with 
approved land use plans (despite being developed through extensive consultation). 

· Consultation on proposals occurs too late in the development permitting process to 
have much impact, since most of the design and technical work is done before the 
permit application. 

· More and earlier discussion with the academic community on possible benefits, 
constraints and risks of proposed projects could be beneficial for project design. 

Concluding the Process 

· Applicants and stakeholders are unclear if and how public input can be effectively 
summarized, analyzed and responded to within short project time frames. 

· Participants often don’t hear back about the outcomes of the project review, 
including how public input was used, and about project implementation activities and 
schedules. 

· Construction and transportation notifications have been better over time, but could 
be improved in timeliness and reach. With UBC’s complex governance, some 
residents are unsure who to contact with concerns during project implementation. 

Enhanced Engagement Commitments for 2019 
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C+ CP has identified commitments to enhance engagement practices for development 
permitting, based on the outcomes of the 2018 Annual Review. These will be monitored and 
reported on in future annual reviews. They are listed below according to the Engagement 
Charter’s three phases. 

Defining the Process 

1. Review and refine approaches to notification and outreach, including a) identifying 
ways to reach newcomers and ESL community members; and b) strengthening the 
ability of UBC departments and partner organizations to engage their membership in 
development planning on campus. 

2. Clearly define and communicate to stakeholders and community members the 
parameters for each engagement, including the project purpose, engagement 
objectives, type/level of involvement, and how input will be used. 

Designing and Implementing the Process: 

3. Identify opportunities to gather feedback on projects in advance of the development 
permit application stage, as appropriate. 

4. Provide more information on the context for a development proposal, such as the 
project rationale and benefits; policy and planning context; and siting and design 
principles used, as appropriate to the project. 

Concluding the Process 

5. Develop a systematic approach to assess and summarize how feedback informed the 
project proposal. 

6. Establish consistent methods for sharing outcomes, including how input informed the 
final project design and next steps, e.g., construction and traffic management plans. 

7. Ensure timely notifications and information updates (e.g. construction, detours, and 
tree removals) during the project and provide contact information, for any issues that 
arise. 

UBC’s two main campuses are located on the traditional, ancestral and unceded territories of 
the xwmə0–kwəyˇəm (Musqueam) and Syilx (Okanagan) peoples. Other UBC activities take 
place on Indigenous lands throughout British Columbia and beyond. UBC’s relationship with 
Indigenous people and communities is central to the University. The University’s Strategic 
Plan, “Shaping UBC’s Next Century”, calls for a deepening of engagement with our Indigenous 
partners. The University’s draft Indigenous Strategic Plan provides a framework to pursue this 
deepened engagement, with collaboration and equality as guiding principles. This deeper 
engagement is now underway and works alongside the implementation and refinement of 
Campus and Community Planning’s Engagement Charter. 

Attachment B provides the complete Campus and Community Planning Engagement Charter 
2018 Annual Review. 
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BENEFITS 
Learning, Research, 

Financial, 
Sustainability & 

Reputational 

The Land Use Plan provides the overall framework for the development of UBC Vancouver 
campus. The plan supports sustainability and provides the foundation for the physical 
development of the campus in keeping with the strategic plan, Shaping UBC’s Next Century. 
The Land Use Plan is an important guidance document for UBC’s Land Use Rules (Policy #92) 
and Development and Building Regulations. 

Similarly the annual monitoring of transportation to/from the campus provides consistent 
longitudinal data to measure the success of the transportation demand management 
provisions of the Land Use Plan (section 4.2.2). 

The C+CP Engagement Charter articulates C+CP’s commitment to public engagement in 
planning processes and to engaging in a way that is open, transparent, and inclusive. It 
supports two-way communication, informed participation, and a culture of collaboration from 
when the process is defined and designed through implementation and conclusion. 

RISKS 
Financial, 

Operational & 
Reputational 

There are legislative obligations and provincial oversight of UBC’s development and land use 
planning. The absence of annual monitoring could result in greater intervention in UBC’s 
development objectives.  

Poor public engagement and public process on planning decisions could jeopardize planning 
decisions and the current governance arrangement. 

CONSULTATION 
Relevant Units, 

Internal & External 
Constituencies 

The approval and subsequent amendments to the Land Use Plan has had extensive campus 
community consultation when the plan existed as the Official Community Plan (OCP from 
1997 through 2010) and since the conversion of the OCP to the Land Use Plan adopted by the 
Minister of Community Sport and Cultural Development. Since MEVA transferred 
responsibility to UBC and the Minister, there have been formal public hearings to meet 
legislative requirements. The most recent public hearing was in advance of the referral of the 
Regional Context Statement (RCS) to the Minister in 2014. The Minister approved the RCS in 
June 2015. 

There was a comprehensive consultation process leading to the update of the UBC 
Transportation Plan (2014).   

The C+CP Engagement Charter (Principles and Guiding Practices) was developed with input 
from a broad range of on- and off-campus stakeholders. 

UBCPT 
COMMENTS 

Complete for all 
reports that include 

a property 
component 

Review Date  Signed off by Aubrey Kelly, Pres. & CEO 

UBC Properties Trust agrees that this report correctly summarizes the results of our activities 
and those of the University in achieving this broad range of community-building goals. 

 

Previous Report Date April 19, 2018 

Decision Annual update on Land Use Plan compliance, the annual transportation status report, and the 
C+CP Engagement Charter Annual Review, received for information 

Action / Follow Up  
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Previous Report Date April 13, 2017 

Decision Annual update on Land Use Plan compliance, the annual transportation status report, and the 
annual C+CP engagement monitoring report, received for information 

Action / Follow Up  
 

Previous Report Date April 14, 2016 

Decision Annual update on Land Use Plan compliance, the annual transportation status report, and the 
annual C+CP engagement monitoring report, received for information 

Action / Follow Up  
 

Previous Report Date April 14, 2015 

Decision Annual update on Land Use Plan compliance, the annual transportation status report, and the 
annual C+CP engagement monitoring report, received for information 

Action / Follow Up  

  

Previous Report 
Date 

September 30, 2014 

Decision Annual update on Land Use Plan compliance and the annual transportation status report, received 
for information; and  

Adoption of the C+CP Engagement Charter (formal title: C+CP Engagement Principles and Guiding 
Practices). 

Action / Follow Up  
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1. Introduction 

Consistent with its sustainability goals, UBC is striving to reduce automobile trips to and from the UBC 

Vancouver Campus by encouraging the use of other modes of transportation, including transit, 

carpooling, cycling and walking. To date, UBC has implemented several initiatives in support of non-

automobile modes of transportation, including a student U-Pass program, bicycle infrastructure 

parking facilities, carshare parking and is exploring carpooling programs and incentives. In addition 

TransLink has made ongoing efforts to improve transit service and increase transit capacity to UBC. 

Since 1997, UBC has collected data each fall to monitor travel patterns to and from the Vancouver 

Campus. A year-to-year comparison of this information provides a measure of UBC’s progress in 

achieving its three transportation targets. 

This fall 2018 Transportation Status Report presents the most recent data that UBC has collected. This 

report provides a picture of overall travel trends, and details of travel patterns for each mode of 

transportation to and from UBC as well as an overview of transportation at UBC. 

1.1. Context 

Transportation planning at UBC is undertaken within the direction and context provided by several 

plans and policies, including: 

 UBC Strategic Plan: Shaping UBC’s Next Century sets out UBC’s collective vision and purpose, 

as well as goals and strategies for the years ahead. The Plan builds on the university’s previous 

strategic plan, Place and Promise, and focuses on three themes that are believed to be critical to 

society today: Inclusion, Collaboration and Innovation. Shaping UBC’s Next Century will guide 

decisions, actions and interactions into the future, and will create a framework for resource 

allocation across the University. 

 The UBC Land Use Plan. In June 2010, the Minister of Community and Rural Development 

enacted legislation that realigned the responsibility for this plan, previously known as the Official 

Community Plan. The OCP is no longer a regional district bylaw. The University is responsible for 

the Land Use Plan with direct oversight by the Minister. The Land Use Plan retains a number of 

transportation demand management objectives aimed at increasing walking, cycling and transit in 

preference to trips by single-occupant vehicles. The Land Use Plan establishes goals toward 

building complete communities thereby helping to reduce demands placed on transportation 

infrastructure. 

 The Vancouver Campus Plan. In 2010, UBC adopted a new Vancouver Campus Plan, which 

covers the academic lands of UBC’s Vancouver Campus. This plan guides the institutional capital 

investment in facilities for teaching and research, student housing and campus infrastructure and 

services. 

 Neighbourhood Plans. For each of the non-institutional neighbourhoods on campus, there is a 

neighbourhood plan describing site-specific land uses, development controls, design guidelines, 

and servicing and transportation strategies consistent with UBC’s Land Use Plan. Each 
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neighbourhood is designed to support the University’s academic core, while providing the 

amenities and services required to achieve a compact, transit-oriented, pedestrian friendly 

community. 

 The UBC Transportation Plan. UBC has committed to implement a comprehensive and

integrated transportation management strategy. The Transportation Plan is the result of that

commitment, and was approved by UBC’s Board of Governors in November 1999 and renewed in

2014. The Plan includes targets to ensure accountability, shape decision making and inspire the

community to act in ways to achieve UBC’s campus vision. The targets identified in The Plan

include:

o TARGET 1: By 2040 at least two-thirds of all trips to and from UBC will be made by walking,

cycling or transit and maintain at least 50% of all trips to and from the campus on public

transit.

o TARGET 2: Reduce single occupant vehicle trips to and from UBC by 20% from 1997 levels

and reduce single occupancy vehicle trips per person to and from UBC by 30% from 1997

levels.

o TARGET 3: Maintain daily private automobile traffic at or less than 1997 levels.

1.2. Transportation Monitoring Program 

Travel patterns to and from UBC are monitored on an on-going basis through a variety of different 

data collection methods. Data is collected each fall at the end of October to early November to enable 

consistent year to year comparisons of travel patterns, mode shares, and traffic volumes. Additional 

data collection activities may be undertaken at other times of the year to obtain information regarding 

specific modes of travel, seasonal variations and localized traffic volumes. The annual monitoring 

results are used to assess progress towards meeting the 2005 Strategic Transportation Plan (STP) 

goals and also help guide future implementation priorities.  

Data collection activities for this year are summarized in Table 1.1, and data collection locations are 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Table 1.1:  Summary of 2018 Transportation Data Collection 

Data Collection Activity Locations Description 

Intersection Counts At intersections throughout 

campus. 

Manual observation for 8 hours (3hrs in AM, 

2hrs in Midday, 3hrs in PM) for one day. 

Campus Traffic / Speed 

Counts 

Roads throughout campus. Automatic tube counters on roads for 7 days 

(24 hours / day). 

Screenline Traffic Counts Screenlines Automatic tube counters on roads for 7 days 

(24 hours / day). 

Transit Ridership Screenlines Manual observation from 6:00AM to 4:30AM 

for one day. 

Vehicle Occupancy & 

Classification 

Screenlines Manual observation for 8 hours (3hrs in AM, 

2hrs in Midday, 3hrs in PM) for one day. 
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Data Collection Activity Locations Description 

Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Counts 

Screenlines Manual observation for 15 hours over one 

day. 

Heavy Trucks Screenlines Manual observation for 13 hours (6:00AM to 

7:00PM) for one day each quarter. 

Licence Plate Surveys South Campus / Wesbrook 

Village 

Licence plate surveys are conducted to 

understand travel patterns. Every other year. 
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Figure 1.1: Data Collection Locations 
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1.3. Changes at UBC Affecting Travel Patterns 

There have been a number of changes at UBC that have affected travel patterns among students, 

staff, faculty and others at UBC. This section of the report identifies key changes that have occurred at 

UBC since 1997. 

 Population. The daytime population at UBC has increased 70% since 1997. This includes

increased student enrolment and associated increases in faculty and staff. For the purposes of

monitoring trends in travel to and from UBC, the daytime population comprised of students, staff

and faculty is used to calculate person trips. Table 1.2 summarizes population figures for fall 1997

and fall 2018.

It is important to also note that the estimate of campus population is challenging. It is dependent

on the means by which the data is collected and grouped and is impacted by the increasing trend

in online courses and expanding residential campus community. However, efforts are made to

allow for consistent cross comparison in the status reports.

Table 1.2:  Daytime Population at UBC, 2018 vs. 1997 

Group Fall 1997 Fall 2018 Increase (count / percentage) 

Students 33,200 54,850 +21,650 +65.2%

Staff 7,250 12,300 +5,050 +69.7%

Faculty 1,850 4,600 +2,770 +151.4%

Totals 42,300 71,750 +29,480 +69.7%

Source: UBC Planning and Institutional Research Department 

 Compass Card (U-Pass). One of the most significant changes affecting travel patterns at UBC

has been the student U-Pass, which was introduced in September 2003. The U-Pass is a universal

transportation pass that is mandatory for students at a cost to students of $35 per month. The U-

Pass offers students unlimited access to TransLink Bus, SkyTrain and SeaBus services (all zones),

and discounted West Coast Express fares. The Compass Card came into effect for the 2016 data

collection period, which replaced the U-Pass card, but the U-Pass program continues.

 Increased transit service. In conjunction with introduction of the student U-Pass, TransLink has

substantially increased the level of transit service provided to UBC and continues to make service

improvements annually. The majority of the increase has been on the Route 99 B-Line. Other

improvements since 1997 include new Route 33 on 16th Avenue, and several express routes,

including Route 43 on 41st Avenue, Route 44 from downtown, Route 84 from the VCC-Clark

SkyTrain station, and Route 480 from Richmond Centre. Recent TransLink ridership data suggests

routes to UBC carry the highest passenger volumes in the region.

 Class start times were changed in September 2001. In an effort to spread the transit demand

in the morning peak period, UBC adjusted morning class start times. Previously, the first classes in

the morning all began at 8:30 a.m. This was changed so that some students begin classes at 8:00
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a.m., some at 8:30 a.m., and others at 9:00 a.m. Subsequent analysis showed that the desired 

spreading of morning peak demands was achieved, and that as a result, 12% more transit trips 

per day were accommodated on the same number of buses. Although there are limitations with 

further efforts to spread class start times, scheduling services will continue to make efforts to 

spread the class start times out. 

 Parking supply and costs. UBC has eliminated approximately 3,500 commuter parking stalls on 

campus since 1997 — a reduction in the commuter parking supply of over 25%. At the same time, 

the price of parking on campus has increased (UBC does not provide any free parking spaces on 

campus for commuters). Daily parking rates have increased from $2.00 in 1997 to $16.00 in 2018, 

and prices for parking permits and short term parking have also increased. As a result of the 

growth in Electric Vehicle (EV) ownership in the Lower Mainland, UBC has been adding EV charging 

stations in the parkades across campus. Currently UBC Parking offers access to 62 EV chargers, 

which is the highest in the region per capita and will continue to add more. 

 Bicycle facilities. Since 1997, new bicycle lanes have been implemented on several roadways on 

campus and to / from campus. Most notable was the conversion of University Boulevard west of 

Blanca, from two lanes in each direction to one travel lane and one bicycle lane in each direction. 

Bicycle lanes were also added on SW Marine Drive, Wesbrook Mall, East Mall, Thunderbird 

Boulevard and 16th Avenue. Similarly, the City of Vancouver has made significant progress on bike 

facilities that connect to the five key routes to and from UBC. All unrestricted roads on campus 

function as shared roadways that accommodate cyclists as well as motor vehicles. Bicycle racks 

are provided at every building on campus in addition to secure bike lockers, bike cages and 

numerous end of trip facilities.  

 Alternative modes of travel. UBC has encouraged the use of non-single occupancy vehicle (SOV) 

modes of travel through a range of programs, including a comprehensive transportation demand 

management strategy that includes transit discount programs, carpooling, car sharing, cycling, on 

campus shuttles, an emergency ride home program, and other sustainable transportation 

initiatives.  

 Campus development and land use. UBC has developed and is continuing to develop additional 

housing for students, staff, and faculty on-campus as a means of reducing the proportion of 

persons who travel to UBC from off-campus. At the same time, an increased number and range of 

commercial services and amenities are now available on campus and in the University Endowment 

Lands adjacent to campus to reduce the need to travel off campus. 
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1.4. Understanding the Data 

The following terms and measures are used throughout this report to describe various characteristics 

of travel patterns and trends at UBC: 

 A screenline is an imaginary line across which trips are recorded. At UBC, the screenline around

the campus illustrated by the dotted blue line in Figure 1.1. As shown, there are approximately

five different entry and exit options.

 Mode share (also called “mode split”) refers to the relative proportions of trips by various travel

modes during a particular time period. Mode shares are generally reported for single occupant

vehicles (SOVs), carpool and vanpools (also called high occupancy vehicles or HOV’s), transit,

bicycle, pedestrians and other modes such as motorcycles and trucks.

 The data presented in the Transportation Status Report include traffic volumes and person

trips. Traffic volumes are simply the number of vehicles passing a point, whereas person trips are

the number of people passing a point by all modes of transportation. A person trip is a one-way

trip made by one person. For example, in one hour there might be 500 vehicles travelling along a

section of road (traffic volumes generally reflect vehicles travelling in both directions). These 500

vehicles might include 450 automobiles with a total of 600 persons in them, 30 buses with a total

of 1,000 persons in them, and 20 light and heavy trucks with 25 persons in them. The total

number of person trips associated with these 500 vehicles is 1,625 person trips.

Throughout this report, unless otherwise stated all reported trips are in person trips.

 The population at UBC — students, staff, faculty and residents —has increased every year from

1997. This means that when comparing absolute numbers of person trips and traffic volumes, and

changes from one year to another reflect the effects of two different factors — changes in travel

patterns and increases in population growth. To distinguish changes in travel patterns from

changes due to population increase, a different measure is used — trips per person. This

provides a consistent basis for monitoring travel trends regardless of how much or how little

population growth occurs. Trips per person are calculated as the number of person trips divided by

the number of persons at UBC during the weekday daytime. The number of persons is calculated

as the student enrolment plus the number of staff and faculty (full and part time), as reported by

UBC’s Planning and Institutional Research department. Numbers of on-campus residents are not

included in the population count, in many cases it could be a double count as a result of many

staff, faculty and students living on campus.

 Substantial effort and cost are required to collect travel data at UBC. Consequently, it is neither

reasonable nor necessary to collect all data in all locations at all hours of the day and night.

Instead, some data are collected during selected time periods only (Table 1.1 indicates the time

periods for each type of data collection activity). Traffic data on all routes leading to and from UBC

are collected over a period of one week between the end of October and early November using

automatic counters placed on the roadway. On the other hand, vehicle occupancy and classification

counts are done manually, and as a result are relatively expensive. These counts are undertaken

for a total of 8 hours from the morning peak through the afternoon peak periods. Daily totals can

be estimated by combining occupancy and classification data with the average daily traffic data.
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 Rolling average. Much of the data presented in this report is from a single day to a week and 

observed travel patterns fluctuate from year to year and are heavily influenced by weather. 

Consequently the results for any particular year should not be considered in isolation. A more 

meaningful picture of travel patterns is obtained by considering trends over time. To better 

illustrate trends and minimize the apparent variability from year to year, charts illustrating trips by 

mode for each year since 1997 include a trend line based on a three-year rolling average. Rolling 

averages are calculated as the average of a particular year plus the years before and after. This 

means that for 2006, for example, the rolling average is calculated as the average number of trips 

in 2005, 2006 and 2007.  

1.5. More Information 

The following resources provide additional information regarding travel patterns and trends at UBC, as 

well as transportation services and facilities. All this information can be found at UBC’s Campus and 

Community Planning website: 

 This Fall 2018 Transportation Status Report, along with previous Transportation Status Reports. 

 2017 Transportation Survey 

 The 2005 Strategic Transportation Plan. 

 A review of the first 18 months of the student U-Pass program and the results of the Community 

Transportation Pass (ComPASS) demonstration project. 

 Information on other transportation facilities and services on campus. 

 Information regarding campus plans and neighbourhood plans. 
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2. Summary of Transportation at UBC 

The following sections present a general summary of transportation to and from UBC including person 

trips, trips per person, mode share, and vehicle occupancy. Details for each different mode of 

transportation are presented in Section 3. 

2.1. Person Trips 

The average weekday person trips to and from UBC in fall 2018 was 145,700. A summary and 

comparison of daily person trips by mode for 1997 and 2018 are provided in Table 2.1 and Figure 

2.1.  

Table 2.1:  Weekday Person Trips to / from UBC Vancouver, 1997 vs. 2018 

Travel Mode Classification 

Person Trips 

Fall 1997 Fall 2018 Change (count / percentage) 

Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) 46,000 48,100 +2,100 +4.6% 

Carpool / Vanpool (HOV) 36,100 16,700 -19,400 -53.7% 

Transit 19,000 76,600 +57,600 +303.2% 

Bicycle 2,700 2,100 -600 -22.2% 

Pedestrian 1,400 700 -700 -50.0% 

Truck & Motorcycle 900 1,500 +600 +66.7% 

Totals 106,100 145,700 +39,600 +37.3% 

 

Key observations regarding modes of travel to and from UBC include: 

 The proportion of SOV trips is up nearly 5% from 1997 levels.  

 The proportion of HOV trips has decreased by almost 54% from 1997. 

 Trips by transit have increased by four times since 1997. 

 Bicycle and pedestrian trips do not represent a significant portion of the trips to and from campus. 

Bicycle and pedestrian trips dropped considerably after 2003 when the u-pass was introduced.   

There is a lot of variability in trips by mode year over year, highlighting the importance of referencing 

a three year rolling average. This rolling average is shown for all modes of travel in Section 3. 
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Figure 2.1:  Weekday Person Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the number of person trips leveled off between 2011 and 2018 with the 

exception of 2017 where a spike in person trips were observed.  

In order to compare travel patterns from year to year on a consistent basis, it is important to negate 

the effects of population / enrolment growth. To compare the trips per person by mode the average 

weekday person trips by each mode is divided by the average weekday campus population. The 

average weekday campus population values include all full and part time students, staff and faculty. 

The campus population and trips per person to and from UBC from fall 1997 to fall 2018 are presented 

in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2, respectively.  
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Table 2.2:  Weekday Trips Per Person to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

Travel Mode Classification 
Trips Per Person 

Fall 1997 Fall 2018 Change (count / percentage) 

Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) 1.09 0.67 -0.42 -38.4% 

Carpool / Vanpool 0.86 0.23 -0.62 -72.7% 

Transit 0.45 1.07 +0.62 +137.7% 

Bicycle 0.06 0.03 -0.03 -54.1% 

Pedestrian 0.03 0.01 -0.02 -70.5% 

Truck & Motorcycle 0.02 0.02 -0.00 -1.7% 

Totals 2.51 2.03 -0.48 -19% 

CAMPUS POPULATION* 42,300 71,750 +29,450 +69.6% 

*Population reported from fall attendance values. 

Figure 2.2:  Weekday Trips Per Person to / From UBC, 1997 – 2018 

 
 

The average number of trips per person in 2018 was 2.03 trips per day, which is almost a 20% 

decrease from 1997 and a decrease from the 2.25 trips per person in 2017. Since 1997 the number of 

trips made by transit has generally increased while the number of trips by single occupant vehicles has 

generally decreased. 
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Possible reasons for the decrease in trips per person to and from campus overall since 1997 include: 

 More people are living, working and studying on campus.

 More services are available on campus, reducing the need for people to travel off campus for

errands and essential services.

 Distance education, telecommuting and internet access has reduced the need for some students,

staff and faculty to travel to campus each day and in fact the university supports telecommuting,

within reason and with approval, as a way to reach its transportation targets.

2.2. Mode Share Summary 

The mode share comparison for 1997 and 2018 are shown in Figure 2.3. The significant change since 

1997 has been the increase in the transit mode share, with trips by transit accounting for over half of 

all trips to and from UBC, and the decrease in high and single occupancy vehicle mode share. 

Figure 2.3:  Average Weekday Trips by Mode to / From UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

TARGET 1: By 2040 at least two-thirds of all trips to and from UBC will be made by walking, 

cycling or transit and maintain at least 50% of all trips to and from the campus on public transit. 

 In 2018 54.5% of all trips were made by transit, walking and cycling.

 In 2018 53% of all trips to and from the campus were made by transit.
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The distribution of weekday person trips throughout the day compared to 1997 is shown in 

Figure 2.5. In general the wave profile matches the standard work and study hours with rounded 

peaks around 10am and 5pm. 

The peak hour summary of trips by mode is summarized in Table 2.3. Significant observations in the 

data include: 

 The number of trips to campus during the morning peak and from campus during the afternoon 

peak increased 5% and 46% in 2018 compared to 1997, respectively. For comparison, campus 

population has increased 70% over the same period.  

 The peak travel periods have spread out resulting in more trips throughout the day. However, a 

sharper peak is still visible representing morning and afternoon commuter hours. This puts 

significant strain on the public transit system and creates overcrowding and poor service / 

experience to riders, which could result in people switching travel modes, likely to less sustainable 

travel modes.  

Figure 2.5:  Distribution of Average Weekday Person Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 
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Table 2.3:  Average Peak Hour Person Trips by Mode to/from UBC, 2018 

Travel Mode Classification 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

Westbound Eastbound Westbound Eastbound 

Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) 2,894 1,258 1,543 2,391 

High Occupancy Vehicle 545 365 417 1,083 

Transit 5,809 763 1,708 6,001 

Bicycle 307 26 46 310 

Pedestrian 51 26 59 50 

Truck & Motorcycle 62 52 15 25 

Totals 9,668 2,490 3,788 9,860 

2.3. Traffic Patterns and Vehicle Occupancy 

Automobile traffic (single occupant and high occupant vehicles only) to and from UBC has decreased 

substantially from 62,400 automobiles per weekday in fall 1997 to 56,100 automobiles per weekday in 

fall 2018 despite a 70% increase in daytime population, as shown in Table 2.4. The second target in 

UBC’s transportation plan is to reduce single occupant vehicle trips to and from UBC by 20% from 

1997 levels. In 2018 this target was not met as SOV trips increased by 4.6% over 1997 levels.  

Table 2.4:  Average Weekday SOV and HOV Traffic Volume to/from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Travel Mode Classification Fall 1997 Fall 2018 Change (count / percentage) 

Single Occupant Vehicle (SOV) 46,000 48,100 +2,100 +4.6% 

High Occupant Vehicle (HOV) 16,400 8,000 -8,400 –51.2% 

Totals 62,400 56,100 –6,300 –10.1% 

 

The average weekday traffic volumes to / from UBC in a 24-hour period for both fall 1997 and fall 

2018 are shown in Figure 2.6. As shown, the traffic volumes have reduced through most of the day, 

not just at peak periods. The exception is the morning eastbound movement where an increase in 

traffic was observed, likely a result of the growth in the on campus residential population that travel 

into Vancouver for work, school or other. 
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Figure 2.6:  Distribution of Average Weekday Traffic Volumes to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Table 2.5 summarizes the daily traffic volumes at each screenline location. It is important to note that 

these figures include trucks, buses and motorcycles, in addition to SOV’s and HOV’s so the numbers in 

the tables below won’t match those presented in Table 2.4.  

Overall, traffic volumes were 7% lower in fall 2018 than in 1997 with a general decrease observed at 

all screenline locations with the exception of 16th Avenue where there has been an increase of 28%. 

The increase on 16th Avenue is mostly attributed to the population growth in Wesbrook Village and 

congestion on alternative routes.  
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Table 2.5:  Summary of Average Weekday Traffic Volumes at Screenlines, 1997 vs. 2018 

Screenline 

Average Daily Traffic Volume 

Fall 1997 Fall 2018 Change (count / percentage) 

NW Marine Drive 2,040 1,160 -880 -43% 

Chancellor Boulevard 11,660 10,305 -1,355 -12% 

University Boulevard 14,610 10,330 -4,280 -29% 

16th Avenue 12,880 16,450 +3,580 +28% 

SW Marine Drive 23,410 21,910 -1,500 -6% 

Totals 64,600 60,160 -4,440 -7% 

 

The distribution of all traffic volumes to / from UBC by screenline is shown in Figure 2.7. As shown, 

the majority of UBC traffic uses SW Marine Drive followed by 16th Avenue and University Boulevard. 

Figure 2.7:  Distribution of Average Weekday Traffic to / from UBC by Screenline, 2018 
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Vehicle occupancy is a measure of the average number of people travelling per vehicle during a certain 

period of time. As shown in Table 2.6, the average vehicle occupancy of all vehicles in 2018 was 1.14 

persons per vehicle, down from 1.32 persons per vehicle in 1997 and 1.21 persons per vehicle in 

2017. The average occupancy for high occupancy vehicles decreased from 2.20 in 1997 to 2.07 in 

2018. In 2018, 95% of recorded HOV trips were two person trips with three and four person trips at 

4% and 1%, respectively. This is lower than 2017 when 13% of all HOV trips had three or more 

people in the vehicle. 

Table 2.6:  Average Daily Vehicle Occupancy to / from UBC 

Travel Mode Classification Fall 1997 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 Fall 2018 

Vehicles (SOV’s + HOV’s) 1.32 1.11 1.21 1.21 

HOV’s (Carpools / Vanpools) 2.20 2.18 2.12 2.07 

Table 2.7 provides a summary of average automobile occupancies from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Overall there is very little variation in the vehicle occupancies, but they appear to be higher for 

afternoon and off peak period trips from campus.  

Table 2.7:  Hourly Vehicle Occupancies to / from UBC, 2018 

Hour Beginning Westbound Eastbound Both Directions 

7:00 a.m. 1.06 1.07 1.06 

8:00 a.m. 1.09 1.13 1.10 

9:00 a.m. 1.11 1.13 1.12 

11:00 a.m. 1.09 1.16 1.12 

12:00 p.m. 1.12 1.17 1.14 

3:00 p.m. 1.15 1.23 1.20 

4:00 p.m. 1.17 1.23 1.21 

5:00 p.m. 1.12 1.19 1.17 

8-Hour Average 1.11 1.18 1.14 
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3. Transportation To and From UBC 

This section of the Transportation Status Report describes travel patterns and trends for trips to and 

from the UBC Vancouver campus for each mode of travel. Information regarding transportation 

conditions on campus is presented in Section 4. 

3.1. Transit 

Transit ridership at UBC has quadrupled since 1997, which equates to 76,600 weekday transit trips 

and 53% of all trips to and from UBC each day, which exceeds the target set in the Transportation 

Plan, which is to maintain at least 50% of all trips to and from the campus on public transit. 

The increase in transit ridership is the result of the student U-Pass program, continued improvements 

in transit service, a reduced supply of commuter parking, and higher parking costs on campus. 

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the increase in transit trips and the transit mode share from fall 

1997 to fall 2018, highlighting the change from 2002 to 2003 when the student U-Pass was 

introduced.  

Table 3.1:  Summary of Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

Transit Trips 
Before U-Pass After U-Pass Change 1997-2018 

(count / percentage) 
Fall 1997 Fall 2002 Fall 2003 Fall 2018 

Person Trips 19,000 29,700 45,400 76,600 +57,600 +303% 

Trips Per Person 0.45 0.61 0.89 1.07 +0.62 +137% 

Transit Mode Share 18% 26% 39% 53% +34% +194% 

 

Figure 3.1 illustrates transit ridership from year to year and includes the three year rolling average 

that balances out the variation year over year. A sharp peak was observed in 2003 when the u-pass 

was introduced, which was followed by a steady increase and a levelling off in 2013.  

Table 3.2 provides a summary of transit trips by corridor, Table 3.3 provides a summary of transit 

trips by route and by time period, and Table 3.4 provides a summary of peak hour trips by route. 

Table 3.2:  Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC by Corridor, 2018 

Corridor 

AM Peak Midday PM Peak Evening Night 

Totals 6am to 

9am 

9am to 

3pm 

3pm to 

6pm 

6pm to 

Midnight 

Midnight 

to 4:30am 

Chancellor Blvd. 1,900 4,982 3,529 1,346 0 11,757 15% 

University Blvd. 4,099 11,596 9,027 8,625 646 33,993 44% 

16th Avenue 1,688 4,342 2,672 2,382 0 11,064 14% 

SW Marine Drive 2,707 6,848 6,178 4,047 47 19,827 26% 

Totals 
10,374 27,768 21.406 16,400 693 

76,641 100% 
15% 40% 26% 17% 2% 
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Figure 3.1:  Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

 

Table 3.3:  Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC by Route, 2018 

Route 
AM 

Peak 

Midday PM Peak Evening Night 
Totals 

6am to 9am 9am to 3pm 3pm to 6pm 6pm to Midnight Midnight to 4:30am 

4 4th Avenue 96 1124 942 1275 21 3,458 4.5% 

9 Broadway 284 480 583 47 0 1,394 1.8% 

14/N17 Broadway 668 2071 1188 1555 345 5,827  7.6% 

25 King Edward 1095 2824 1593 1550 0 7,062  9.2% 

33 16th Avenue 573 1513 1074 832 0  3,992  5.2% 

41 41st Avenue 592 1572 1157 1387 47  4,755  6.2% 

43 41st Ave Express 1006 1998 1490 1094 0 5,588  7.3% 

44 4th Ave. Express 692 1819 1491 481 0  4,483  5.8% 

49 49th Avenue 459 2101 2393 1020 0 5,973 7.8% 

84 4th Ave. Express 1004 3014 2038 865 0  6,921  9.0% 

99 Broadway B-Line 3046 7921 6112 5743 280 23,102  30.1% 

258 North Shore 

Express 

164 110 197 0 0  471  0.6% 

480 Richmond Express 650 1177 1138 546 0  3,511  4.6% 
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Route 
AM 

Peak

Midday PM Peak Evening Night 
Totals 

6am to 9am 9am to 3pm 3pm to 6pm 6pm to Midnight Midnight to 4:30am 

NIS Not In Service 45 44 10 5 0  104 0.1% 

Totals 
10,374 27,768 21,406 16,400 693 

76,641 100% 
14.7% 40.3% 26.3% 16.6% 2.1% 

Table 3.4:  Average Peak Hour Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC by Route, 2018 

Route 
AM Peak Hour Westbound 

8:30am – 9:30am 

PM Peak Hour Eastbound 

4:15pm – 5:15pm 

4 4th Avenue 79 1.2% 335 4.8% 

9 Broadway 386 5.7% 218 3.1% 

14/N17 Broadway 367 5.4% 371 5.3% 

25 King Edward 659 9.7% 527 7.5% 

33 16th Avenue 327 4.8% 327 4.7% 

41 41st Avenue 413 6.1% 342 4.9% 

43 41st Ave.(limited stops) 336 5.0% 452 6.5% 

44 4th Ave.(limited stops) 772 11.4% 433 6.2% 

49 49th Avenue 553 8.2% 958 13.7% 

84 4th Ave.(limited stops) 650 9.6% 710 10.2% 

99 Broadway B-Line 1774 26.1% 1784 25.5% 

258 North Shore Express 86 1.3% 75 1.1% 

480 Richmond Express 377 5.6% 449 6.4% 

NIS Not In Service 5 0.1% 5 0.1% 

Totals 6,874 100% 6,896 100% 

Significant observations about transit trips to and from UBC include: 

 The number of transit trips has increased in recent years following a period of reduced transit trips

from 2014 to 2016.

 Bus routes via University Boulevard account for 45% of all transit trips to and from UBC. Bus

routes via 16th Avenue and Chancellor Boulevard account for 14% and 15%, respectively. When

combined, ridership in the “UBC Line”1 corridor amounts to 75% of all transit trips to and from

UBC. Bus routes via SW Marine Drive (the majority of which use 41st Avenue in the City of

Vancouver) account for the remaining 26% of all transit trips.

 The 99 B-Line accounts for 30% of all transit trips, which is unchanged from 2017 values.

 The other express bus services (Routes 43, 44, 84, 258 and 480) account for 27% of all transit

trips to and from UBC. Adding the Route 99 B-Line increases this to 58% of all transit trips,

1 UBC Line refers to the future rapid transit line to UBC that is expected to be used by people currently taking transit to / 
from UBC via Chancellor Boulevard, University Boulevard and 16th Avenue. 
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indicating popularity for faster transit service options to / from UBC. 

 Trolley bus Routes 4, 9 and 14/17 account for 14% of all transit trips, which is unchanged from 

2017. 
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Figure 3.2 compares the three year rolling average of ridership on bus routes in the UBC Line corridor 

with total ridership on all routes. 

Figure 3.2:  Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC by Route, 2018 
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The daily distribution of transit trips to and from UBC in 2018 is shown in Figure 3.3 including a 

comparison with fall 1997 transit trips. Not only does this illustrate the significant increase in transit 

ridership since 1997, but it also illustrates there are significant peak periods of transit demand. The 

sharp peak in the AM peak period reduced in 2018 compared to 2017, which will be monitored over 

the coming years. A wider spread of peak arrival and departure periods at UBC would allow TransLink 

to better accommodate the demand. A majority of the transit routes to UBC are at capacity during the 

peak periods with overcrowding consistently observed, which results in unsatisfied customers and 

people choosing alternative modes instead as evidenced by the 2017 transportation survey discussed 

below. 

Figure 3.3:  Distribution of Average Weekday Transit Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

 
 

In 2017, UBC carried out a transportation survey of the campus community to gather more detailed 

information about travel to / from and around campus. Their top three responses to a question about 

what would increase the likelihood of travelling to campus by public transit more often were shorter 

travel times, less overcrowding of buses, and increased frequency of service. Of people that currently 

do take transit to travel to / from UBC the average travel time from respondents was 50.5 minutes, 

one way. Given this information it suggests strong support for rapid transit and a high likelihood that 

vehicle trips would be replaced by rapid transit trips if there was a rapid transit connection to UBC. In 

the meantime, TransLink is rolling out a number of B-Line improvements to meet the demand for 

express transit connections to UBC. The first to arrive for UBC commuters is the 41 B-Line, which is 
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planned for September 2019. 

3.2. Motor Vehicles 

UBC is determined to reduce the amount of vehicle traffic travelling to and from UBC each day as 

represented in two of the three targets identified in the Transportation Plan. 

Table 3.5 provides a comparison of SOV travel in fall 1997 and fall 2018, and Figure 3.4 provides a 

summary of year-by-year changes and the three year rolling averages. 

Table 3.5:  Summary of SOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Average 

Weekday SOV 

Trips 

Fall 1997 Fall 2018 
Change 1997-2018 

(count / percentage) 

Person Trips 46,000 48,100 +2,100 +4.6% 

Trips Per Person 1.09 0.67 –0.42 –38.6% 

SOV Mode Share 43% 33% –10 –23% 

Figure 3.4:  Average Weekday SOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 - 2018 

 
 

As suspected, the spike in 2016 was another anomaly similar to the drop in 2015, these types of 

spikes are anticipated with single day data collection efforts. The 2018 values are back on trend with 

the past seven years that shows a gradual increase year over year, although it does result in SOV 
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vehicle trips higher than 1997 values. 
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Figure 3.5 illustrates the arrival and departure patterns of SOV trips to and from UBC throughout the 

day, including a comparison with fall 1997 SOV trips. SOV trips observed in 2018 follow the same peak 

travel pattern in 1997, but in general more trips westbound starting at 4pm through later into the 

evening. This increase in late afternoon and evening trips as well as the increase in off-peak direction 

trips are anticipated to continue as the campus residential population increases. 

Figure 3.5:  Distribution of Average Weekday SOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

 
 

From the 2017 Transportation Survey the campus community was asked why they chose to drive 

alone. Their top three responses were to pick-up children from daycare and schools, public transit is 

not an option because they live too far away, and they do not like to take public transit in general. Of 

the respondents that identified they travelled alone, 75% of them said they would take transit if there 

was a rapid transit connection to UBC. 
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Carpooling, or High Occupancy Vehicle travel (HOV), has decreased substantially since 1997. A 

summary of the trend in HOV travel in fall 1997 and fall 2018 is provided in Table 3.6, and a 

summary of year-by-year changes and the three year rolling average is provided in Figure 3.6. 

Table 3.6:  Summary of HOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Average 

Weekday HOV 

Trips 

Fall 1997 Fall 2018 
Change 1997-2018 

(count / percentage) 

Person Trips 36,100 16,700 –19,400 –38.8% 

Trips Per Person 0.85 0.32 –0.53 –53.7% 

HOV Mode Share 34% 11.5% –22.5 –66% 

Figure 3.6:  Average Weekday HOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 

 
 

As shown in Figure 3.6, HOV trips have decreased significantly since 1997 and over the last five years 

have exhibited a lot of fluctuation. There are significant barriers to HOV in general, but UBC is working 

on increasing this mode share with pilot programs and incentives offered through UBC Parking in 

addition to better understanding the barriers to vanpooling.  
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Figure 3.7 illustrates the arrival and departure patterns of HOV trips to and from UBC throughout the 

day, including a comparison with fall 1997 HOV trips. One observation is the higher amount of HOV 

trips departing campus during the afternoon peak period. This could be because it may be easier to 

coordinate rides while at work as opposed to early in the morning or people are less rushed to return 

home compared to having to arrive to work on time.  

The 2017 Transportation Survey asked the campus community why they drive alone and what would 

make them choose to travel by more sustainable options such as carpooling. The primary response 

was the need to carry out other errands such as picking children up from daycare / school. This 

identifies that flexibility is a requirement when exploring carpooling programs. Respondents also 

identified that more carpool incentives would increase the likelihood of them carpooling over travelling 

alone.  

Figure 3.7:  Distribution of Average Weekday HOV Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 
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In fall 2018, daily motor vehicle traffic was 56,100 vehicles per day, which is 6,300 less than the 1997 

level. Figure 3.8 provides a summary of the trend in daily motor vehicle traffic volumes from 1997 to 

2018. The number of automobiles travelling to campus daily has levelled off over the past three years, 

but with variations in the split between SOV and HOV trips. 

Figure 3.8:  Average Weekday Motor Vehicle Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018  

 
 

In 2018 UBC did not achieve the target of a 20% reduction in SOV trips to / from UBC from 1997. The 

greatest opportunity for future years is to convert the SOV trips to public transit or HOV trips. UBC is 

piloting an HOV program for staff and TransLink is rolling out a new B-Line to campus in 2019.   

TARGET 2: Reduce single occupant vehicle trips to and from UBC by 20% from 1997 levels and 

reduce single occupancy vehicle trips per person to and from UBC by 30% from 1997 levels.  

 In 2018 there were 48,100 SOV vehicle trips, which is a 4.6% increase from 1997 values. 

 In 2018 there were 0.67 SOV trips per person, which is a 38.6% reduction from 1997 values. 

TARGET 3: Maintain daily private automobile traffic at or less than 1997 levels. Private 

automobiles include single occupant vehicles and carpools / vanpools, but do not include buses, 

motorcycles and trucks. 

 In 2018 there were 56,100 private vehicles per day, which is a 10.1% reduction from 1997 

values. 
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As a result of the significant uptake of car sharing in Vancouver, there is interest in tracking the 

number of car share trips to and from campus. Car share vehicles were counted at screenline locations 

over an eight hour period, which is presented below in Table 3.6b. UBC provides around 160 

dedicated parking stalls to multiple car share providers in addition to overflow parking on the roof level 

of parkades. 

Table 3.6b:  Summary Car Share Trips to and from UBC 

Car-Share Vehicle Trips Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 Fall 2018 

1-Person Trips 299 388 408 503 

2-Person Trips 45 41 73 41 

3+ Person Trips 5 7 39 9 

Totals 349 436 520 553 

As shown, there has been a significant increase in car share trips to / from UBC with an increase over 

50% in just three years. Results from the 2018 Transportation Survey of the campus community 

identified Car2Go and Evo as the top two car share providers that respondents had memberships to. 

Respondents also identified the top three reasons they use car share vehicles are to run errands / 

shopping, when the weather is poor, and for commuting to school / work. 

More research is required to determine the overall benefits of car share at UBC. For example, what 

mode share is being replaced by car share and how many times do the vehicles that are driven to 

campus move each day. 

3.3. Bicycles and Pedestrians 

Table 3.7 and Figure 3.9 provide summaries of the trend in bicycle trips from fall 1997 to fall 2018. 

There was a significant decrease in trips by bike after the U-Pass program was introduced in 2003. 

However, with the exception of 2014 and 2016 there has been a general increase in the number of 

bicycle trips since 2010, which is likely correlated with continued improvements to bike infrastructure 

at UBC and in the City of Vancouver as well as the general popularity of biking in the region including 

the uptake of e-bikes that increases the distance cyclists are willing to travel to commute. It is 

important to note that bicycle trips are recorded over a single day, so variations in data year over year 

are highly anticipated, particularly as weather tends to have a direct correlation with bike trips. 

Table 3.7:  Summary of Average Weekday Bicycle Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Average Weekday 

Bicycle Trips 

Before U-Pass After U-Pass Change 1997-2018 
(count / percentage) 

Fall 1997 Fall 2002 Fall 2004 Fall 2018 

Person Trips 2,700 3,300 1,600 2,100 -600 -22.2%

Trips Per Person 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.03 -0.03 -54.1%

Bicycle Mode Share 2.5% 2.9% 1.3% 1.4% -1.1 -43.4%
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Figure 3.9:  Average Weekday Bicycle Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018  

 
 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the arrival and departure patterns of bicycle trips to and from UBC throughout 

the day, for 2018 and 1997 bicycle trips.  

As can be seen, bicycle trips match peak morning (westbound) and evening (eastbound) travel 

patterns, and consistent with 2017 the peak volumes in the morning and evening are higher than 

1997 values. What is different and impacting the overall trip counts are the number of bicycle trips 

throughout the day. The trips that occurred during the day in 1997 may have been trips into 

Vancouver for errands or lunch. These trips may still occur, but on campus instead as a result of the 

growth in services, commercial, and retail establishments on campus.  

In 2018 UBC launched a bike share pilot program on the campus. This program does not have an 

impact on commuter trips however, as the program services on campus trips only. It is likely that the 

number of bike trips between Vancouver and the UBC campus will increase with a united bike share 

program in the future, though it is unlikely to have a significant impact on the mode share for the 

campus. 
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Figure 3.10:  Distribution of Average Weekday Bicycle Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

All buses operating on transit routes serving UBC are equipped with bicycle racks, each of which has 

space for two bicycles. Below is a summary of the usage of racks over the past four years: 

 In 2018, total of 130 bicycles were on buses at a 2.8% usage rate.

 In 2017, total of 192 bicycles were on buses at a 4.2% usage rate.

 In 2016, total of 180 bicycles were on buses at a 4.1% usage rate.

 In 2015, total of 245 bicycles were on buses at a 5.9% usage rate.

There was a reduction in the count of bikes on buses during the count day. However, it is generally 

more common to observe bikes on buses throughout the rainy / winter months.  

Another observation from that data is that more cyclists bring their bikes on buses westbound to 

campus and the most popular transit routes for cyclists to travel with their bicycles is the 99 B-Line as 

well as route 25 that connects the campus to Brentwood Station.  
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Table 3.8 provides a summary of the trend in pedestrian trips from fall 1997 to fall 2018, and 

Figure 3.11 illustrates year-by-year changes. Similar to bicycle trips, pedestrian trips decreased 

significantly after the U-Pass was introduced and pedestrian trips have fluctuated over the past few 

years. In general pedestrian trips have followed an upward trend since 2004 as shown by the three 

year rolling average, up until 2018. In 2018 there was a significant drop in the number of pedestrians 

counted. This is most likely attributed to weather, but this will be closely monitored in 2019.  

Over the long term, UBC doesn’t anticipate to see a significant increase in pedestrian trips or 

pedestrian mode share to and from campus as a result of the location of the campus and the distance 

to where a majority of the campus population is living. However, UBC will continue to make 

improvements to infrastructure and will work with the Ministry on making improvements to bike and 

pedestrian connections to the campus. 

Table 3.8:  Summary of Average Weekday Pedestrian Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

Average Weekday 

Pedestrian Trips 

Before U-Pass After U-Pass Change 1997-2018 
(count / percentage) 

Fall 1997 Fall 2002 Fall 2004 Fall 2018 

Person Trips 1,400 1,600 600 700 -700 -50% 

Trips Per Person 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 -0.02 -70.5%- 

Pedestrian Mode Share 1.3% 1.4% 0.5% 0.5% -0.8%  -63.6% 

Figure 3.11:  Average Weekday Pedestrian Trips to / from UBC, 1997 – 2018 
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Figure 3.12 illustrates the arrival and departure patterns of pedestrian trips to and from UBC 

throughout the day, including a comparison with fall 1997 pedestrian trips. The arrival and departure 

pattern to campus in 2018 shows three peaks throughout the day. Overall, there are more people 

walking to campus throughout the day compared to walking from campus and there are very few trips 

outside of the three peak periods, which start at 9am, 12noon, and 5pm. 

Figure 3.12:  Distribution of Average Weekday Pedestrian Trips to / from UBC, 1997 vs. 2018 

 
 

3.4. Heavy Trucks 

Construction activity at UBC and the day-to-day function of the university generate truck traffic. The 

City of Vancouver, through which all trucks must travel to reach UBC, manages heavy truck traffic 

through a number of bylaws and regulations, which apply to all trucks with a gross vehicle weight 

(GVW) of more than 11,800 kg. For the purposes of monitoring travel patterns to and from UBC, 

heavy trucks are defined as vehicles with three or more axles. This simpler definition makes it easier 

to monitor heavy truck traffic, as it is only necessary to count the number of axles on a truck to 

determine whether it is a “heavy truck”. In addition, the purpose of the monitoring is more related to 

noise than vehicle weights. 

Counts of heavy truck traffic were undertaken on a quarterly basis during 2018; in March, June, 

September and December, which are summarized in Table 3.9. Figure 3.13 illustrates numbers of 
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trucks observed in each of the four quarterly counts. 

Table 3.9:  Average Weekday Heavy Truck Trips to / from UBC, 2018 

Route 
Type of Truck 

Totals 
Construction Non-Construction 

Chancellor Boulevard 22.8 9.8 32.5 (9.5%) 

University Boulevard 30.0 16.8 46.8 (13.7%) 

16th Avenue 17.0 12.0 29 (8.5%) 

SW Marine Drive and 41st Avenue 181.0 51.3 232.3 (68.2%) 

Totals 250.8 (73.6%) 89.8 (26.4%) 340.5 

 

As shown in the table, an average of 340 heavy truck trips per day were counted to / from UBC. Of the 

340 trips, 251 (73.6%) of them were construction related trips. This is a significant decrease from 

2017 and previous year counts.  

Of the four routes to / from UBC, SW Marine Drive carries 68% of construction related trips. The 

remaining three routes experience similar truck traffic with University Boulevard experiencing slightly 

more with 13.7% of all trips. Throughout the year there were more trucks counted in March, but the 

lower counts in June, September and December reduced the average daily truck traffic for the year. 
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Figure 3.13:  Heavy Truck Trips to / from UBC, 2018 
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4. Traffic Conditions At UBC

This section of the Transportation Status Report summarizes transportation conditions on campus, 

particularly traffic volumes and speeds at key locations throughout the campus. 

4.1. Traffic Speeds 

Traffic speeds were recorded over one week on campus using pneumatic tubes. The locations are 

identified in Figure 1.1.   

The 85th percentile speed is typically used for the purposes of representing travel speeds and 

represents the speed below which 85% of the traffic travels. The average 85th percentile speed data 

from 2013 to 2018 is summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for eastbound / northbound traffic and 

westbound / southbound traffic, respectively. Data highlighted in red represents locations where 

collected speed data is above the posted speed limit. 

Table 4.1:  Average 85th Percentile Traffic Speeds (km/h) Eastbound / Northbound, 2012 – 2018 

Location 
Speed Limit 

(km/h) 

Eastbound / Northbound 

Fall 2013 Fall 2014 Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 Fall 2018 

Wesbrook Mall s/o Gage 50 – – – 55.3 55.2 54 

Wesbrook Mall s/o University 50 

4030

47.1 49.3 51.2 48.8 49.1 49.5 

Thunderbird w/o Wesbrook 30 47.1 47.1 47.0 46.6 46.6 52.7 

West Mall s/o University Blvd 30 – – – – 29.6 29.2 

West Mall n/o Thunderbird 30 - 38.9 36.0 30.4 - - 

East Mall s/o Thunderbird 50 66.0 50.7 52.6 50.6 50.8 51.2 

Wesbrook Mall n/of 16th Ave 50 49.0 54.4 49.8 50.9 51.8 52 

Wesbrook Mall s/o 16th Ave. 50 37.5 32.8 37.2 32.6 33.2 33.4 

Stadium Rd at Main Mall 30 – – – 48.8 49.6 - 

16th Ave w/o East Mall 60 78.3 72.1 69.5 60.9 71.0 68.3 

16th Ave w/o Wesbrook Mall 50 68.6 67.0 56.3 56.6 57.5 66.3 

16th Ave e/o Wesbrook Mall 50 74.8 72.9 72.1 69.2 66.6 66.4 

Chancellor e/o Western Pkwy 50 56.3 57.1 55.7 58.7 55.3 58 

University e/o Toronto Rd 50 77.5 59.6 58.1 57.9 59.0 59.6 
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Table 4.2:  Average 85th Percentile Traffic Speeds (km/h) Westbound / Southbound, 2010 – 2017 

Location 
Speed Limit 

(km/h) 

Westbound / Southbound 

Fall 2013 Fall 2014 Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 Fall 2018 

Wesbrook Mall s/o Gage 50 – – – 50 50.6 50.2 

Wesbrook Mall s/o University 50 

4030 

44.2 49.6 53.8 48.1 48.5 48.9 

Thunderbird w/o Wesbrook 30 44.2 40.4 42.4 43.3 39.9 53.8 

West Mall s/o University Blvd 30 – – – – 31.4 31.9 

West Mall n/o Thunderbird 30 - 39.1 35.6 32.6 - - 

East Mall s/o Thunderbird 50 56.6 50.5 55.9 53.2 53.3 53.7 

Wesbrook Mall n/of 16th Ave 50 55.5 50.1 55.5 53.3 53.1 52.9 

Wesbrook Mall s/o 16th Ave. 50 38.4 31.6 36.5 31.8 32.6 31.9 

Stadium Rd at Main Mall 30 – – – 47.7 48.2 - 

16th Ave w/o East Mall  60 72.6 69.4 75.8 68.5 71.0 71.2 

16th Ave w/o Wesbrook Mall 50 60.1 58.2 61.7 59.7 59.5 58.4 

16th Ave e/o Wesbrook Mall 50 73.9 65.0 63.2 60.1 61.2 60.1 

Chancellor e/o Western Pkwy 50 71.2 60.7 59.2 60.1 59.6 61.1 

University e/o Toronto Rd 50 58.7 56.9 58.1 57.1 60.0 61.9 

 

Key observations regarding traffic speeds on campus include: 

 Traffic speeds on BC Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure roadways to and from campus 

exceed the posted speed limit of 50 km/h. This includes 16th Avenue, University Boulevard, and 

Chancellor Boulevard. Speed limits on 16th Avenue were changed in 2017 to extend the 50 km/h 

speed limit into Pacific Spirit Park from the City of Vancouver.  

 According to the UBC Road and Traffic Rules, internal road speed limits are 30km/h (not including 

Wesbrook Mall). Roads on campus with average speeds in excess of 30 km/h include East Mall, 

and Thunderbird Blvd. Reasons for less speeding on the internal roadways include heavy 

pedestrian traffic and traffic calming measures. To address speeding on East Mall traffic calming 

measures are being explored. 

These locations of excessive speeds will be shared with the BC Ministry of Transportation and 

Infrastructure to flag this issue as well as with the RCMP to inform their speed enforcement program.  

4.2. Traffic Volumes 

Peak hour traffic volumes collected over one day at key intersections on campus are illustrated in 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The turning volumes are not intended to represent average daily traffic volumes 

or conditions, but are intended to provide a general overview of traffic patterns to / from and on 

campus during the AM and PM peak hours.  
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Figure 4.1:  Morning Peak Hour Traffic Volumes at UBC, 2018  
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Figure 4.2:  Afternoon / Evening Peak Hour Traffic Volumes at UBC, 2018 
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4.3. Travel Patterns 

A licence plate survey was conducted to determine origins and destinations of traffic on Wesbrook Mall 

between 16th Avenue and SW Marine Drive. Data was collected over a 12 hour period from 7am to 

7pm over one day to see where vehicles are going within this corridor.  

The results of the licence plate survey are summarized in Table 4.3 and in Figure 4.3. 

Table 4.3:  Summary of Travel Patterns on Wesbrook Mall in Wesbrook Place, 2018 vs (2016) 

Destination of Trip 

Northbound Southbound 

Trips 

2018 (2016) 

% Distribution 

2018 (2016) 

Trips 

2018 (2016) 

% Distribution 

2018 (2016) 

Through 660 (705) 38% (40%) 515 (266) 12% (15%) 

Wesbrook Place 652 (530) 37% (30%) 3156 (2943) 77% (77%) 

South Research Campus 440 (542) 25% (30%) 448 (287) 11% (8%) 

*Counts do not include buses.

Key observations regarding travel patterns on Wesbrook Mall in South Campus are as follows: 

 There are a greater number of through trips northbound (660) compared to southbound (512). In

total 38% of all vehicles turning onto Wesbrook Mall from SW Marine Drive travel through

Wesbrook Place to 16th Avenue.

 Over three quarters of all trips southbound are destined to areas within Wesbrook Place. The

number of trips into the Village is up 7% compared to 2016 counts.

 Trips into South Research Campus from 16th Avenue has increased by 56%, but has decreased

northbound from SW Marine Drive by 19%
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Figure 4.3:  Travel Patterns on Wesbrook Mall between 16th Avenue and SW Marine Drive 
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Executive Summary 
UBC’s two main campuses are located on the traditional, ancestral and unceded territories of 
the xwmə0–kwəyˇəm (Musqueam) and Syilx (Okanagan) peoples. Other UBC activities take 
place on Indigenous lands throughout British Columbia and beyond. UBC’s relationship with 
Indigenous people and communities is central to the University. The University’s Strategic 
Plan, “Shaping UBC’s Next Century”, calls for a deepening of engagement with our Indigenous 
partners. The University’s draft Indigenous Strategic Plan provides a framework to pursue this 
deepened engagement, with collaboration and equality as guiding principles. This deeper 
engagement is now underway and works alongside the implementation and refinement of 
Campus and Community Planning’s Engagement Charter. 

C+CP conducts an annual review to reinforce transparency and accountability on the Board of 
Governors adopted Engagement Charter, which identifies core principles and guiding practices 
for consultation on C+CP-led plans and development projects. Previous annual reviews have 
broadly focused on the department’s engagement practices. The scope of this year’s review 
focused on engagement practices specific to development permitting and construction on 
campus. This provided an opportunity for an in-depth review of the standard engagement 
practices used in the development approval process through to project implementation. The 
review was based on consultation with key stakeholders who are regularly involved with/or 
impacted by development permitting and construction on campus. It summarizes 2018 
engagement activities; analyzes stakeholder feedback – highlighting areas of strength and 
possible improvements; and identifies enhanced engagement commitments for 2019. 

ENHANCED ENGAGEMENT COMMITMENTS FOR 2019 

C+ CP has identified commitments to enhance engagement practices for development 
permitting, based on the outcomes of the 2018 Annual Review. These will be monitored and 
reported on in future annual reviews. They are listed below, according to the Engagement 
Charter’s three phases: 1. Defining, 2. Designing and Implementing, and 3. Concluding the 
Process: 

Defining the Process 
1. Review and refine approaches to notification and outreach, including a) identifying ways to

reach newcomers and ESL community members; and b) strengthening the ability of UBC
departments and partner organizations to engage their membership in development
planning on campus.

2. Clearly define and communicate to stakeholders and community members the parameters
for each engagement, including the project purpose, engagement objectives, type/level of
involvement, and how input will be used.

Designing and Implementing the Process: 
3. Identify opportunities to gather feedback on projects in advance of the development

permit application stage, as appropriate.
4. Provide more information on the context for a development proposal, such as the project

rationale and benefits; policy and planning context; and siting and design principles used,
as appropriate to the project.
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Concluding the Process 
5. Develop a systematic approach to assess and summarize how feedback informed the

project proposal.
6. Establish consistent methods for sharing outcomes, including how input informed the final

project design and next steps, e.g., construction and traffic management plans.
7. Ensure timely notifications and information updates (e.g. construction, detours, and tree

removals) during the project and provide contact information, for any issues that arise.

ANALYSIS OF STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK – SUMMARY 

Analysis of stakeholder feedback suggested the following strengths and possible 
improvements, both general and for each of the three Charter phases. 

General Strengths:  
Almost all review participants agreed that C+CP does a “good” or “excellent” job overall with 
engagement in development permitting, and offered their suggestions only as refinements. The 
Charter is seen as an increasingly valuable engagement planning and accountability tool, and is 
becoming better known by stakeholders and other departments. 

C+CP staff are seen as demonstrating their commitment to the Charter through ongoing 
improvement to their consultation and engagement processes. Communication and 
collaboration with the administration and other departments, including project applicants, has 
improved. Relationships between community stakeholders and development staff are 
generally good. Stakeholders appreciate the C+CP’s annual charter reviews, with some support 
for annual reporting on how results are being addressed.  

General Suggestions:  
C+CP should continue to reinforce – with applicants and stakeholders – the message that 
engagement brings benefits in both generating ideas to improve projects and strengthening 
the university community. Two-way communications, listening and responding, even if not all 
input can be addressed, builds trust which supports future engagement processes, and 
strengthens relationships. 

A. DEFINING THE PROCESS

1. Identification of and outreach to stakeholders impacted by or interested in
development proposals

Strengths: C+CP generally reaches the right stakeholders for development projects; outreach 
continues to improve. Notifying and working with stakeholders through university associations 
and organizations is an effective channel. Notifications have improved, people are receiving 
information from a variety of sources. 

Possible improvements: 
• Consult earlier with the UBC academic community on projects, leveraging relevant UBC

committees to identify opportunities, constraints and risks before proposals are fully
developed.

• Use pre-consultation to tailor outreach methods, especially for participants who may be
unlikely to hear about, or participate in routine methods, such as an open house or survey.

• Continue to work with campus and partner organizations, but consider also (1) supporting
them to strengthen their engagement with members, and (2) reaching out directly to their
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members using other engagement methods. 
• Consult with neighbourhood and multicultural organizations and community leaders on

how to broaden newcomer and ESL community engagement.

2. Communicating the objectives and scope of each engagement process and how input
will be used

Applicants and stakeholders are often unclear about the objectives and scope of engagement 
on development permitting. Participant expectations for influence often exceed what is 
possible from a policy, planning and regulatory perspective. 

Possible improvements: 
• Define and communicate to applicants and stakeholders the parameters for each 

engagement, as appropriate to the project. Topics might include the project purpose, 
engagement objectives and levels of participation; and how input will be recorded, used 
and reported.

• To ensure transparency and manage expectations, be frank and direct. Knowing the 
parameters helps stakeholders manage their time and effort and provides greater process 
certainty for applicants. 

B. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE PROCESS:

3. Providing the right type and amount of information, and at the right time, for effective
engagement

Strengths: Stakeholders said they generally get the right amount and type of information, and 
can access additional information, if needed. 

Possible improvements: 
• Consider inserting new or strengthened consultation opportunities at an earlier stage in

the development planning process, before the permit application is submitted, for key
projects. This is already done to a degree through C+CP’s precinct planning, which
includes consultation on an area before specific projects are proposed.

• Ensure that the type and level of information provided matches the engagement
parameters, i.e., what do people most need to know? Consider providing more information
as part of initial notifications to allow more people to respond.

• Continue to improve communication materials and methods, including simplifying the
language; favouring user-friendly design and “low-text” content (infographics, videos,
photos); and using site visits and models. This will also aid ESL participants. Continue to
expand digital information; much is still print and text-based.

4. Use of on-line and hard copy feedback forms at open houses; other methods?

C+CP’s current methods are generally seen as appropriate for engagement on permitting; 
“pop-up” events and visits to organizations help reach people who may not otherwise 
participate.  

Possible improvements: 
• Broaden outreach to the uninvolved, using multiple techniques, e.g., expand and vary the

types and locations of pop-up events to reach community members “where they are”.
Further improve the C+CP website, which is seen as a useful but underutilized reference.
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5. Should additional information be provided, and if so, in what formats?

UBC’s complex governance (i.e., “Who is UBC?”) results in uncertainty for many stakeholders 
(especially newcomers and/or ESL community members and neighbours) as to who owns, 
controls and regulates land parcels, buildings and roads; how campus development processes 
work; and who to contact with concerns. This lack of knowledge often limits their ability to 
engage in development and planning. 

Possible improvements: 
• Develop user-friendly materials – maps, “road maps”, flow charts, graphics and videos – to

explain campus and off-campus governance and decision-making. Outline development
processes, including jurisdictions, functions, responsibilities and contacts, and C+CP’s role
in development, e.g., “Quick Facts about C+CP”.

• Communicate to stakeholders a clear rationale for the project, including its purpose,
benefits for the university, and siting and design principles used. Provide information on
the context, including UBC’s strategic directions; policies, plans and Technical Guidelines;
and how technical analysis has shaped project design (as appropriate to the project scale
and scope).

C. CONCLUDING THE PROCESS:

6. Sharing the outcomes of the development permit process

Those familiar with the process suggested that overall, stakeholder input is generally well 
summarized and communicated to applicants, and to decision-makers up to the Board of 
Governors level. Yet virtually all stakeholders said this stage could be improved, as they rarely 
hear back about the results of the process. “Closing the loop” provides closure, demonstrates 
transparency and accountability, and builds relationships and trust for future engagement 
processes, even when the scope of influence is limited. 

Possible improvements: 
• Develop a clear approach and criteria for assessing and responding to input, including

explaining what can and can’t be changed, and why, e.g., policy goals and financial and
technical opportunities and constraints. Specify how input is balanced across strong and
divergent views, and considered alongside technical analysis.

• Ensure that engagement summaries are useful to the project team by making them concise
and timely, and by analyzing concerns raised, and how widely and strongly they are felt.

• Ensure more systematic application of the Charter principles on “sharing outcomes”
(pg. 7). Inform participants directly about results of the process, with thanks. As
appropriate to the project, include information on final project siting and design; alignment
with university priorities, polices, plans and guidelines; public input and influence; next
steps (e.g., construction and transportation schedules); and contact information, should
issues arise. Include affected stakeholders who didn’t participate in notification and
updates.

• Solicit ongoing feedback from stakeholders on how engagement in development could be
improved (follow up on Enhanced Commitments in Section 4), e.g., Add a question to the
standard feedback form and annual Charter Review. Evaluate a sample of projects at
intervals, using an on-line survey and/or interviews.
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7. Ongoing project communications, once a project is underway (notifications, updates,
contacts and channels for feedback on issues during construction)

Notification channels around construction and transportation have improved, but could be 
more effective in both timeliness and reach. Due to the UBC’s complex governance, some 
residents are unsure whom to contact with concerns and complaints. 

Possible improvements: 
• Ensure timely electronic and signage notifications related to construction and

transportation (e.g., three weeks). Stakeholders accept that projects will have impacts but
need time to plan around them. Additional consultation may be needed to identity and
mitigate impacts.

• Strengthen approach for communicating updates on project changes, delays and
disruptions, and publicize contact information for community members to report emerging
concerns.
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1. Purpose and Process
UBC’s two main campuses are located on the traditional, ancestral and unceded territories of the 
xwmə0–kwəyˇəm (Musqueam) and Syilx (Okanagan) peoples. Other UBC activities take place on 
Indigenous lands throughout British Columbia and beyond. UBC’s relationship with Indigenous people 
and communities is central to the University. The University’s Strategic Plan, “Shaping UBC’s Next 
Century”, calls for a deepening of engagement with our Indigenous partners. The University’s draft 
Indigenous Strategic Plan provides a framework to pursue this deepened engagement, with 
collaboration and equality as guiding principles. This deeper engagement is now underway and works 
alongside the implementation and refinement of Campus and Community Planning’s Engagement 
Charter. 

Engagement is central to the University’s academic mission, administration, planning and community 
relationships. The UBC Board of Governors adopted C+CP’s Engagement Charter in September 2014, 
after consultation with stakeholders and partners. The Charter sets out C+CP’s promise to the 
community on engagement by identifying core principles and guiding practices for consultation on 
planning and development projects. 

C+CP conducts an annual review to reinforce transparency and accountability on Charter 
commitments to its stakeholders and to the Board of Governors. Previous annual reviews have broadly 
focused on the department’s engagement practices. The scope of this year’s review focused on 
engagement practices specific to development permitting and construction on campus which was 
based on a commitment made by C+CP, as part of the 2017 Annual Review. This provided an 
opportunity for an in-depth review of the standard engagement practices used in the development 
approval process through to project implementation. The purpose of the 2018 review, conducted in 
February 2019, was to: 

• summarize C+CP’s 2018 engagement activities;
• gather stakeholder views on C+CP engagement practices for development permitting and

construction activity; and
• identify enhanced engagement commitments for 2019, based on stakeholder and staff input.

C+CP engaged a consultant to co-design the review process; conduct semi- structured interviews and 
a focus group involving 16 people in total, along with a meeting presentation and feedback session; 
summarize results; and provide strategic advice on engagement. Stakeholders who participated are 
regularly involved with/or impacted by development permitting and construction on campus, including 
permit applicants; campus residents and neighbours; and their representatives; and student and UBC 
leadership. Appendix A lists participants and Appendix B lists the review questions. 
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2. 2018 Engagement Activities
During 2018, C+CP designed and delivered the following engagement initiatives, based on the Charter 
principles and practices, and on stakeholder/partner suggestions from previous annual charter 
reviews. 

a) Area, Building and Landscape Planning Processes

Development Permit Open Houses
A public meeting may be held at the discretion of the Director of Planning for major
Institutional/Public Realm/Neighbourhood development permit applications or minor projects
that generate significant public interest. In 2018, seven Public Open Houses were held, including
four Institutional and three Neighbourhood projects.

Institutional/Public Realm Open Houses 
1. DP10001-6 Bioenergy Research Demonstration Facility (BRDF) Expansion
2. DP18013T AMS Sustainability Mobile
3. DP18045 MacInnes Field and Public Realm Upgrades
4. DP18048 TRIUMF Institute of Advanced medical Isotopes (IAMI)

Neighbourhood Open Houses
5. DP18001 Wesbrook Place Lot 8 (Ivy on the Park)
6. DP18011T Temporary Beach Volleyball Courts – Wesbrook Place
7. DP18028 Wesbrook Place Lot 4 (Mundell House)

Stadium Neighbourhood 
UBC builds neighbourhoods to support its academic mission. This includes providing affordable 
housing for faculty, staff and students. UBC’s Stadium Neighbourhood planning process is shaping 
the University’s next neighbourhood. It began in fall 2017 with the establishment of nine 
neighbourhood planning principles. There has been extensive community engagement and 
consultation involving students, faculty, staff, residents and partners. Methods included: open 
houses; resident forums; a public workshop; “roadshow” presentations to faculty, students and 
staff; online feedback; and additional stakeholder discussions. Details on engagement activities 
during each phase of consultation are available www.stadiumneighbourhood.ubc.ca. 

University Boulevard Area 
The U Boulevard area has seen significant changes over the past five years. Over the next few 
years, UBC plans to add more services, amenities and student housing in support of the Board 
approved vision for the area.  

In Spring 2018, C+CP consulted stakeholders on several projects aimed at increasing student 
housing and academic opportunities in the U Boulevard area. Follow-up engagement in Fall 2018 
included a planning update on the U Boulevard area and opportunities for the public to provide 
input on shaping the design vision of the Bosque, a key public space in the centre of campus. 
Methods included open houses, pop-up events, online feedback and stakeholder discussions. 
Details on activities at each of phase of consultation are available planning.ubc.ca/uboulevard.  
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b) Community Programming

Ongoing
• UTown@UBC Community Grants includes stewardship of a volunteer grant selection

committee with UBC community members and Musqueam partnership
• Grant expansion with Community of Caring and Fast Track Funds through UBC Wellbeing

partnership (students)
• UTown@UBC Youth Leadership Program
• UTown@UBC Community Bike Clinics
• Utown@UBC Kids Fit
• UTown@UBC Baby Senior Sing Along
• Walk n’ Roll & Car Free Morning
• Project 529 anti-bike theft registration
• Funding Acadia Park Family Resource Fair
• Kids Takeover UBC (youth engagement)

One-time / Special
• Acadia Park Needs Assessment (community consultation)
• Community Programming Evaluation Framework Development (partner consultation)
• Pride Installation (LGBTQ advisory committee and community consultation)
• Beautify My Bike Cage Mural contest

c) Ongoing Public and Stakeholder Engagement
• UBC - UNA, jointly hosted events

o Land Use 101: a public forum, with UBC and UBC Properties Trust speakers
• Regular meetings with AMS leadership (ongoing – monthly)
• Meetings throughout the year with other key organizations (ongoing)
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3. Analysis of Stakeholder Feedback
This section summarizes the analysis of stakeholder feedback on engagement related to development 
permitting. Outcomes are presented under the sub-headings of “general” and the three Charter 
phases: 1. Defining, 2. Designing and Implementing, and 3. Concluding the Engagement Process. Sub-
sections for each include Strengths, Issues and Possible Improvements. Sample quotes in italic font 
illustrate key points. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Strengths: 
Almost all review participants agreed that C+CP does a “good” or “excellent” job overall with 
engagement in development permitting, and said they offered their suggestions only as refinements. 
Specific strengths mentioned include:   

• (As noted in 2016) The Charter is seen as an increasingly valuable engagement planning and
accountability tool, and is becoming better known by stakeholders and other departments. There is
potential to continue to expand its use in engagement across the university. The Charter has clearly
articulated goals and clear process in how you go about engagement.

• C+CP staff are seen as demonstrating their commitment to Charter principles through ongoing
improvement to their consultation and engagement processes, especially in identifying the right
stakeholders and offering broad and diverse notification channels. Relationships between
stakeholders and development staff are generally good.  They [staff] reach out to ask for input at
many opportunities – I appreciate that – it seems genuine and feels as if [those] we engage with are truly
committed to improving these processes. They are easy to reach and responsive. They will talk about
anything.

• Communication and collaboration with UBC’s central administration and other departments on
proposed developments has improved. Applicants are generally satisfied with project outcomes
and were complimentary about improved communication and working relationships with C+CP
staff. There is a true sense that they are trying to have greater connection with university entities and
colleagues.

• Stakeholders appreciate C+CP’s annual charter reviews and hope to be notified when the report is
available, with some support for annual reporting on how results are being addressed. It shows
good accountability to publicly post the review and notify participants, so we can follow up on the
recommendations.

General suggestions: 
• Some stakeholders noted that engagement on planning seems to follow the Charter more

consistently than for development. It was suggested that good practices for the former could be
adapted for the latter, even though they require different types of engagement. These include
better definition of engagement objectives and scope of influence and more consistent reporting
back/closing the loop.

• C+CP should continue to reinforce – with applicants and stakeholders – the message that
engagement is not just “checking a box”, but rather brings benefits, both in generating ideas to
improve projects and in strengthening the outcomes. For example, in presenting the Charter
Review to the Board of Governors and other departments, use case studies that show how a
project was changed through public input.

• A key factor in gaining the trust of stakeholders is ensuring effective two-way communications –
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listening and responding – even if not all input can be addressed. This trust nourishes productive 
relationships and facilitates future consultation on planning and development. 

A. DEFINING THE PROCESS: reach the right stakeholders (be inclusive); identify engagement
goals; outline the scope of stakeholder influence (be transparent)

1. Identification of and outreach to stakeholders impacted by or interested in development proposals

Strengths:
• C+CP generally reaches the right stakeholders for development projects; outreach continues to

improve. Notifying and working with stakeholders through university associations and
organizations is an effective channel: They are very good at bringing the right people to the table. They
are thorough, communicate well, and provide lots of opportunities for students, residents and neighbours
to learn about and provide feedback on projects.

• Development notifications have improved. People are receiving information from a variety of
sources, e.g., site signage, bulletin boards, website, email blasts. Notification and update channels are
great; full marks. I’m amazed at what they do. People are learning where to look. They email to a long list
of people and put ads in the Ubyssey, etc.

Issues: 
• There is room for more substantive engagement with the UBC academic community

(administration, executive and faculties) earlier in the development process, before the permitting
stage.

• The shifting UBC demographics and community composition and growing community present new
challenges in engaging the campus community and neighbours in the development permitting
process, including:
• increasing numbers of buildings, resident and non-resident owners and tenants (e.g., UBC

neighbourhoods includes close to 70 stratas in five neighbourhoods);
• differing interests, perspectives, backgrounds and expectations vis-à-vis planning and

development;
• differing levels of awareness and knowledge about UBC governance entities, roles and

responsibilities; and about university planning and development;
• constraints to participation, such as time, family responsibilities, language, timing of events;

and
• the large numbers of transient community members (faculty, students, staff, etc.).

These factors mean that: 

• many possibly affected community members don’t receive, don’t understand and/or may not
respond to general outreach re: open house and survey opportunities; and

• it’s challenging to build community understanding of development processes and address their
diverse interests. This applies even when working with campus and partner organizations, who
encompass diverse and often fragmented perspectives.

Possible improvements: 
• Consult earlier with the UBC academic community on projects, leveraging relevant UBC

committees to identify opportunities, constraints and risks before proposals are fully developed.
• Use pre-consultation to identify individuals and groups who might be affected, but may be unlikely

to participate in an open house or survey, and tailor outreach methods to them (see below). Seek
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out those that might not come forward – it’s often the ones who haven’t been involved before that express 
anger and concern later in the process. 

• Continue to share information and work with campus and partner organizations, but consider also
(1) supporting these groups to strengthen their engagement with members (e.g., e-
communications  (Intranets, list serves, newsletters and social media, UNA information forums),
and (2) using other methods to directly reach their members, e.g., strata councils, rental managers,
residents, tenants, students, faculty, etc. (there are mixed views of how effectively various
umbrella organizations represent and communicate with their membership).

• Consult with neighbourhood and multicultural organizations and community leaders on how to
broaden newcomer and ESL community engagement in development proposals, and use key
contacts, as needed, to help navigate the process (e.g., Chinese community leaders who helped
with St. John’s Hospice).

2. Communicating the objectives and scope of each engagement process and how input will be used

Issues: 
Both applicants and stakeholders are often unclear about the objectives and scope of engagement on 
development permitting. Participant expectations for influence often exceed what is possible from a 
policy, planning and regulatory perspective. (This was contrasted with C+CP planning engagements, 
for which the goals and scope are seen as relatively well-communicated). 

Possible improvements: 
• Clearly define and communicate to both applicants and stakeholders the parameters for each

engagement, tailoring the approach to the project scale, scope and likely level of public interest.
This may include outlining:
• the project purpose;
• engagement objectives, including the  type/level of participation (using the Spectrum of Public

Participation or similar); and  scope of influence (what’s “on the table” for discussion and what
isn’t); and

• how input will be recorded, used in decisions and reported.
• To ensure transparency and manage expectations, be frank and direct. Most stakeholders

understand, or will learn that there are different types of consultation. Knowing the parameters
helps them manage their time and effort. Make it clear at what stages intensive effort and detailed
feedback could be useful and at what stages it’s primarily an approval process. People from our
organization put a lot of effort into evaluating designs, but they don’t see any changes and they’re not
sure what happened; we shouldn’t put in that effort if it won’t have an effect.

• Defining the engagement parameters will also provide greater process certainty and consistency
for applicants. They would like more clarity on the interaction of the technical review and
engagement process; the relative roles of development, technical and engagement staff; how
stakeholder input will be analyzed, weighed and responded to (especially if there are strong and
divergent viewpoints); and how it will be balanced with technical input. Sometimes it’s not clear who
is signing off on this decision. We need a more defined process – to know up front what the goal posts are.
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B. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE PROCESS: engage diverse stakeholders; address their
needs and concerns; ensure two-way information; choose appropriate methods; identify
schedule and resources

3. Providing the right type and amount of information, and at the right time, for effective engagement

Strengths:
• Stakeholders said they generally get the right amount and type of information, and can access

additional information, as needed. They appreciate information that focuses on their interests.
Hone in on what students care about most, such as getting more space on campus. There are lots of
opportunities to be involved; diverse times and locations. Information sites are numerous and informative;
that’s improved. Poster boards at events are well done and resource persons are helpful. If we ask for
more information, they are always happy to provide it.

Possible improvements: 
• See Box A. Consider engaging at an earlier stage in project development, as appropriate to the

project scale and scope. Where there has been precinct-level planning and consultation before
proceeding to development, communicate the outcomes of this process to community members.

BOX A. 

Issue: Consultation Occurs Too Late in the Development Process 

Several review participants, both applicants and stakeholders, suggested that some of the issues (and 
occasional frustration) of project teams, applicants, staff and stakeholders with engagement on development 
permitting is because consultation occurs so late in development planning process. At that point, most of the 
design work, and the policy and technical reviews are done, leaving little scope for change, and thus for input. 
As a result, participants often perceive their time and effort to be fruitless. At the same time, applicants have 
concerns about the time and effort spent soliciting input at this stage, and are unsure how to assess and 
respond to concerns this late in the process. Sample comments: 

With permitting, there’s a sequence you work with, it’s not open-ended planning; people get frustrated 
because they don’t understand the process; it’s complex. On the level of a building, from my experience, the 
opportunity for input comes too late. Engagement may trigger stakeholder expectations that can’t be met. 
We are told that that feedback will be considered but it seems that it’s in fact too late. They aren’t very 
flexible – I don’t see a lot of room to adjust or modify it. They went with a design that had nothing to do with 
the presentation. 

Possible Improvement: Provide Consultation Opportunities Earlier in the Process for Key Projects 

Some participants see potential value in providing new or strengthened opportunities for consultation at an 
earlier stage in the development planning process, before the development permit application stage. Any 
major change to the existing process would likely have to be considered at a higher level of UBC, yet might 
be worth considering as stakeholder interest in development proposals is growing. In the meantime, consider 
options within the current process for earlier consultation. Sample comments: 

Seems that there’s high-level planning, then a near-complete proposal, with time/space in between where 
we’re not consulted. By then, it seems almost like a done deal. We don’t hear how the designs meet those 
high level goals. 

There is confusion about the stages; it seems like there’s (1) location/siting, (2) refining location and design 
(e.g., shading), then (3) permitting, but often the proposal at stage 3 doesn’t look like what was discussed 
at 1 and 2, yet it seems there’s no additional scope for change. Maybe there needs to be another consultation 
between (2) and (3) to address substantive issues? 
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• Ensure that the type and level of information provided matches the engagement parameters,
e.g., What do people most need to know? Is the objective primarily “informing”?  Don’t drown
people in too much information; it’s ultimately about impacts. People often want more information,
especially technical reports, but they end up going down the rabbit hole – it’s not productive.

• Consider providing more information on the proposal (or links to it) as part of initial notifications.
While good detailed information is available at the open house, providing it with the notification
may enable more stakeholders to provide feedback.

• Continue to improve communication materials and methods. Suggestions include:
• Simplify the language, using “plain language” principles: Content for development projects is often

overly technical, bureaucratic and/or jargon-laden.
• Use (or require that applicants use) user-friendly design and “low-text” content (infographics,

videos, photos); and site visits and models.
• The above guidelines, coupled with providing capsule information on the project in multiple

languages, may help reach ESL residents, where appropriate.
• Continue to expand digital information; most materials are still print and text-based

(consistent message from 2015 and 2016). We’re not using tech as well as we could – we’re still
pushing out mostly static information, but not truly engaging people and having a dialogue.

4. Use of on-line and hard copy feedback forms at open houses to collect input, and consideration of
other methods

Strengths: 
• C+CP’s current methods are generally seen as appropriate for engagement on permitting (see

suggested refinements below). Stakeholder especially appreciate the “pop-up” events in high
walking traffic areas in the Alumni Centre and UBC Life building, where C+CP can reach students,
staff and faculty. C+CP is better than other [UBC processes] at getting in-person engagement – people
engage as they walk by. They do a good job at keeping on-line feedback simple and keeping questions
simple – asking the core questions that need to be answered.

Possible improvements: 
• Expand and vary pop-up events to reach stakeholders “where they are”, e.g., set up a booth in the

AMS Nest. They often engage with neighbourhood residents at their community centre to reach
residents – this could be done more with faculty, staff and students.

• Refine engagement methods to broaden outreach to the uninvolved, using multiple techniques,
since people interact in different ways. Consider lunch sessions, podcasts, webinars, on-line blogs
and forums on UBC development issues, and adding social media to open houses. Open houses and
boards are the old ways of connecting for development permitting and planning, but these are very static.
The world won’t come out to those any more – people are busy; making them show up at a set time will
only reach a small percentage of people.

• Further improve the C+CP website, which is seen as a useful but underutilized reference (as in
2015 and 2016): The website is very static; there’s almost too much info, it’s overwhelming - chunk it
out. Think about information accessibility, packaging and design features to help people understand.

• As students are inundated with social media, social media is useful but should be used
strategically, e.g., for notifications and project follow-up for those directly affected. There is likely
more potential for increased use of e-communications with resident groups and individuals.
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5. Should additional information be provided, and if so, in what formats?

Issues:
• UBC’s complex governance (“Who is UBC?”) results in uncertainty for many stakeholders

(especially newcomers and/or ESL community members and neighbours) as to who owns,
controls and regulates land parcels, buildings and roads; how campus development processes
work; and who to contact with concerns. Many people are unclear about the relative roles of strata
councils, the UNA, property managers, C+CP, the Board of Governors and Metro Vancouver
(e.g., Parks) in planning, permitting, development, operations, parks and transportation. This lack
of knowledge often limits their ability to engage effectively in development and planning.

Possible improvements: 
• Develop user-friendly materials – maps, “road maps”, flow charts, graphics and videos – to explain 

campus and off-campus governance and decision-making. Outline development processes, 
including jurisdictions, functions, responsibilities and contacts. Clarify C+CP’s role in development,
e.g., “Quick Facts about C+CP”. This background info is especially important for newcomers and 
transient community members. It can be disseminated through C+CPs communication channels 
and used to provide context at open houses and other public events (e.g., UNA information 
forums).

• Communicate to community members and Development Review bodies a clear rationale for the 
project, including its purpose, benefits for the university, and siting and design principles used. 
Provide more information on the project context, including UBC’s strategic directions; how it 
responds to university policies and plans and technical guidelines; and how the project team and C
+CP technical analysis has shaped project design. We have the chance to tell a fabulous story. It 
would be helpful to see concrete statements about how the project meets these broader planning and 
design goals. At the front end, we/they need have a conversation about the key principles for the project,
e.g., affordability, density, and/or financial sustainability principles. Address not just financial 
feasibility, but liveability goals.

• CONCLUDING THE PROCESS: share outcomes and how input was used; evaluate the process; 
do follow-up communications; integrate results with on-going communication, relationship-
building and research 

6. Sharing the outcomes of the development permit process

Strengths:
• Those familiar with the process suggested that overall, stakeholder input is generally well

summarized and communicated to applicants, and to decision-makers up to the Board of
Governors level.

Issues: 
• Virtually all stakeholders said this stage could be improved, as they rarely hear back about the

process. We provided input, but we didn’t hear back, yet we know decisions were shaped by that
feedback. Discussion is good but closure isn’t as good as it could be. Need to share the outcome and show
how project is moving forward. There is better feedback after planning processes, with summaries on how
the plan was changed, but I haven’t seen that at the building level. Would be lovely if [reporting back]
was improved at all levels, from planning to permitting.

• Greater attention to “closing the loop” provides closure, demonstrates transparency and
accountability, and builds relationships and trust for future engagement processes, even when the
scope of influence is limited. It’s an “I hear you” step – even if we don’t use all the input or make certain
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changes, it shows good leadership. This is always the most critical part of engagement process; the more 
you emphasize this, the better off everyone will be. Sharing feedback is important … make sure people 
understand how information was received and its impact the project … because people appreciate the 
consistency of the development process. 

Possible Improvements: 
• Develop a clear approach and criteria for assessing and responding to input, including explaining

what can and can’t be changed, and why, e.g., policy goals, and financial and technical
opportunities and constraints. We sometimes overreact to feedback. We are reactive, not proactive on
context; our approach needs to be principles-based re: project purpose, criteria, etc., so that we have a
clear project rationale.

• Specify early in the process how input will be balanced across strong and divergent views, and how
it will be considered alongside technical analysis.

• As appropriate to the project, make engagement summaries more useful to the project team by
making them more concise and timely, and by providing more analysis of community input,
highlighting key concerns and indicating the strength, composition and breadth of concern or
support.

• Ensure more systematic and consistent application of the Charter principles on reporting back
(“Share the Outcomes” and “Post-Engagement Notification Process”, pg. 7), including reporting to
participants before the project begins.
• Contact everyone who was involved and/or signed up for updates, with thanks and links to

project reports. Select reporting techniques appropriate to the project, e.g., written or graphic
summary, PPT, video, web post, closure meeting, site visit, opening ceremony or celebration. If
appropriate, send a brief description that can be cut and pasted into a website or newsletter.

• As noted under “1. defining the scope”, be direct about the nature and scope of public
influence, even if limited. Let them know “We hear you”, and there are nuggets we can use and
times when we can’t.

• Send project information to others who weren’t involved but could be impacted by
construction, using existing channels, both organizations and individuals.

• As appropriate to the project, sharing outcomes should “close the loop” by referencing the project
context and history, and could include reporting on:
• final project siting and design;
• how the project addresses university priorities, policies, plans, guidelines and core project

principles;
• how the project evolved during the design, review and permitting process;
• summary of public concerns and how they did or didn’t influence the project; (stakeholders

find it useful to learn about others’ views and what kind of input “works”.)
• next steps, including opening ceremonies (if any), expected transportation and construction

schedules and impacts on traffic, facilities and activities; and
• contact information, should issues arise.

• Solicit ongoing feedback from stakeholders on how development engagement could be improved
(follow up on priorities in section 4). This could include inserting a question in the standard
feedback form and in the annual Charter review, and evaluating a sample of development
engagement processes at intervals, using an on-line survey and/or interviews.
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7. Ongoing project communications, once a project is underway (notifications, updates, contacts and
channels for feedback on issues during construction)

Issues: 
• Notification channels around construction and transportation management have improved, but

could be more effective in both timeliness and reach. They did a good job of signage and information
around the University Blvd. student areas and bus loop, with good notice. C+CP was getting ahead on
notifications re: closures to pathways, roads, etc., but timelines have slipped in the last year; notice often
happens late in the process. We get more warning about bike races than road closures. There was
considerable public uncertainty around the University Blvd. work.

• Due to the complex UBC governance, some stakeholders are confused about who is responsible
for project implementation, and who to contact with complaints. While students are relatively
adept at finding information, it can be more challenging for new residents and ESL community
members.

Possible improvements: 
• Ensure timely electronic and signage notifications related to construction and transportation.

Community members accept that project will have impacts, but want time to plan around them.
These include departments who need to provide advance notice to students, faculty, staff and
other users about changes to building access, and residents who need to deal with detours, noise,
dust or other impacts.
• It was suggested that notifications showing locations, dates and times be posted at least three

weeks before a construction activity or traffic change, to allow for effective dissemination and
planning responses.

• Even after a permit is approved, some projects may need additional consultation with affected
campus and off-campus entities to discuss specific construction concerns and how to address
them.

• Strengthen approach for communicating updates on project changes, delays and disruptions, e.g.,
Keep “projects under construction” pages current – some projects haven’t been updated since 2017.

• Publicize opportunities for community feedback during project implementation, including contact
information for stakeholders to report emerging concerns (use regular channels, e.g., contact
lists/list serves, email blasts, website, visits to organizations, and conversations with
neighbourhood residents).
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4. Enhanced Engagement Commitments
for 2019

C+ CP has identified commitments to enhance engagement practices for development permitting, 
based on the outcomes of the 2018 Annual Review. They are listed below, under the Engagement 
Charter’s three phases: 1. Defining, 2. Designing and Implementing, and 3. Concluding the Process. 
These will be monitored and reported on in future annual reviews. 

Defining the Process 
1. Review and refine approaches to notification and outreach, including a) identifying ways to reach

newcomers and ESL community members; and b) strengthening the ability of UBC departments
and partner organizations to engage their membership in development planning on campus.

2. Clearly define and communicate to applicants and stakeholders and community members the
parameters for each engagement, including the project purpose, engagement objectives,
type/level of involvement, and how input will be used.

Designing and Implementing the Process: 
3. Identify opportunities to gather feedback on projects in advance of the development permit

application stage, as appropriate.
4. Provide more information on the context for a development proposal, such as the project rationale

and benefits; policy and planning context; and siting and design principles used, as appropriate to
the project.

Concluding the Process 
5. Develop a systematic approach to assess and summarize how feedback informed the project

proposal.
6. Establish consistent methods for sharing outcomes with stakeholders, including how input

informed the final project design and next steps, e.g., construction and traffic management plans
7. Ensure timely notifications and information updates (e.g. construction, detours, and tree removals)

during the project and provide contact information, for any issues that arise.
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Appendices 
APPENDIX A. STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPANT LIST 

STAKEHOLDER GROUP Name 
1. Alma Mater Society Max Holmes, VP Academic 

Cristina Ilnitchi, VP External Affairs 

2. UBC Athletics and Recreation Kavie Toor, Senior Director, Facilities, Recreation and 
Sport Partnerships 

3. UBC Student Housing and Hospitality
Services (SHHS)

Andrew Parr, Acting VP and Managing Director 

4. University Faculty and Staff Tenants
Association (UFASTA)

Tara Ivanochko, Chair 

5. University Neighbourhoods Association
(UNA)

Johanne Blenkin, Executive Director 

6. University Endowment Lands –
Community Advisory Council reps

Mojan Nozari, Council Member, Area D rep 

7. UBC Properties Trust Paul Young, Director, Planning & Design 
Megan Pohanka, Director of Market Development 

8. UBC Property and Planning Advisory
Committee (PPAC)

Committee Meeting 

9. UNA Strata Reps (Focus Group) Jacky Connie - East Campus  
Les Dukowski - Chancellor 
Richard Watson – Hawthorn  
David Hahn – Wesbrook;  
Chris Finch - Hampton Place;  
Doug Chivers - Hampton Place 
Alex Volkoff – Hawthorn (via written responses) 
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APPENDIX B. ANNUAL REVIEW QUESTIONS 

Opening Question: What are 1 or 2 of C+CP’s greatest strengths in informing and gathering feedback 
from the campus community on development permits and construction, including transportation 
management and construction notification? 

A. DEFINING THE PROCESS: reach the right stakeholders (be inclusive); identify engagement
goals; outline the scope of stakeholder influence (be transparent)

1. How effectively does C+CP identify and reach out to stakeholders most impacted by or
interested in development proposals? (Suggested improvements?)

2. How well does C+CP communicate the goals and scope of each engagement process and how
input will be used? (Suggested improvements?)

B. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING THE PROCESS: engage diverse stakeholders; address their
needs and concerns; ensure two-way communication/information; choose appropriate
methods; identify schedule and resource

3. Are you (and other stakeholders) getting the right type and amount of information, and at the
right time, to participate effectively in development reviews? (Suggested improvements?)

4. C+CP uses primarily on-line and hard copy feedback forms at open houses to collect input.
How effective do you think these are? What other methods should be considered, if any?

5. Is there any additional information you would like to see? If so, in what formats (e.g., boards,
webpage, fact sheets, other)?

C. CONCLUDING THE PROCESS: share outcomes and how input was used; evaluate the process;
do follow-up communications; integrate results with on-going communication, relationship-
building and research

6. How effectively does C+CP share the outcomes of the development permit process?
(Suggested Improvements?)

7. Once an approved project is underway, how satisfied are you with ongoing project
communications, including notifications; updates and contacts and channels to provide
feedback on issues and concerns during construction? (Suggested improvements?)
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